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Mr. Mike McAnulty 
Liability Manager 
Atlantic Richfield Company 
317 Anaconda Road 
Butte, Montana 59701 
 
Re: Draft Final Residential Metals Abatement Program West Elementary School Soil 




The U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), in consultation with the Montana Department of 
Environmental Quality (DEQ), is approving the Draft Final Residential Metals Abatement Program 
West Elementary School Soil Remedial Action Work Plan (RAWP), (dated August 23, 2021). Please 
distribute the RAWP with a new cover page indicating it is final. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
This Remedial Action Work Plan (RAWP) was developed to outline a portion of the remedial 
action (RA) work resulting from the 2021 Residential Metals Abatement Program (RMAP) 
school soil sampling event completed in July and August 2021.  The sampling event was 
conducted in accordance with the Final Residential Metals Abatement Program (RMAP) Quality 
Assurance Project Plan (QAPP) (Non-Residential Parcels) (Butte-Silver Bow County and 
Atlantic Richfield Company, 2021). 
 
2.0 SCHOOL SOIL REMEDIATION SCOPE 
 
The scope of work covered by this RAWP includes the following school(s): 
 
 West Elementary School. 
 
3.0 SCHOOL SOIL REMEDIATION SCHEDULE 
 
The main goal of this scope of work is to complete remediation work prior to school starting on 
August 30, 2021.  The work is currently estimated to require 3 days to complete. 
 
4.0 REMEDIAL ACTION WORK PLAN 
 
4.1 West Elementary Remedial Action 
 
Remediation at West Elementary School consists of a 1,724-square foot polygon (OP1) located 
in the southwest corner of the school property. This area is not used, maintained or irrigated. The 




The OP1 polygon has arsenic exceedances to a depth of 6 inches and is characterized by a 
general lack of vegetation.  Based on this information, the removal area will be dictated by the 
original sampling polygon area while the removal depth will be 14 inches below existing ground 
surface to ensure complete removal of the source material.  All excavated material will be 
disposed of within the Butte Mine Waste Repository (see Figure 1).  Because of the small work 
area involved, depth verification of the excavation area will consist of measuring using a hand 
tape and existing perimeter features (i.e., the elevation of the native soil around the excavation 
perimeter).   
 
4.1.2 Backfill  
 
Once the on-site U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) representative has approved the 
excavation area, backfill work will begin.  A 2-inch-thick layer of sugar beet lime (see Section 
5.1 and Attachment B) will be placed at the bottom of the excavation in case underlying native 
soils have pH issues.  The lime layer is being proposed at the West Elementary School due to the 
site’s location and history.   
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Once the lime layer is in place, a separation fabric (see Section 5.2 and Attachment C) will be 
placed consistent with current RMAP practices.  The separation fabric will indicate the boundary 
between remediated and native soils for any future excavation work in this area.  
 
Once the separation fabric has been installed, 12 inches of growth medium (see Section 5.3 and 
Attachment D) will be placed.  The growth medium will not be compacted to attain a specific 
density and moisture content but will be slightly compacted to impede future settling of the 
backfill material.  The surface of backfilled area will be prepared in such a manner that it will be 
amenable to seeding (i.e., smooth, not overly steep, no abrupt edges, etc.). 
 
4.1.3 Revegetation  
 
Given the unmaintained, unirrigated nature of this portion of the property, seeding is more 
appropriate than placing sod.  The chosen seed mix and application rate is detailed in Section 5.4 
and Attachment E.  All areas disturbed during construction including ingress/egress will be 
seeded.  Since remedial work will be conducted in August (and this area is not irrigated), final 
seeding will most likely take place in the fall. 
 
4.2 Dust Control 
 
This work will be performed adjacent to residential areas; consequently, controlling fugitive dust 
emissions is a high priority.  If fugitive dust emissions become significant during the course of 
the work, all work will be shut down until alternative and satisfactory dust control methods are 
determined.  The contractor shall be responsible for acquiring water for dust control from a 
source of the contractor’s choice.  
 
4.3 Best Management Practices (BMPs) 
 
There is an existing drainage located downgradient of the removal area.  Best management 
practices (BMPs) will be installed as necessary to ensure sediment does not leave the work area.  




5.1 Sugar Beet Lime Source 
 
Sugar beet lime will be procured from Western Sugar Cooperative in Billings, Montana.  This 
material is currently begin hauled from Billings to the Anaconda Smelter National Priorities List 
(NPL) Site.  Internal quality assurance data from the past 3 months are provided in Attachment 
B.  The corresponding laboratory reports are located in Attachment B-1. 
 
5.2 Fabric Material 
 
Geotex 801 will be used for the separation fabric to provide a barrier between the growth 
medium and limerock material.  The material specifications are located in Attachment C. 
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5.3 Backfill Borrow Source 
 
The Kaw Avenue growth medium borrow stockpile will be used for all required backfill material 
(the location is shown on Figure 1).  The quality assurance data are provided in Attachment D, 
and the corresponding laboratory reports are located in Attachments D-1 and D-2.  
 
5.4 Seed Mix 
 
Given the unmaintained, unirrigated nature of this portion of the property, the Butte Remediation 
Evaluation System (BRES) native seed mix will be used for this project.  This seed mix was 
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DRAFT WEST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
INDIVIDUAL SITE WORK PLAN (ISWP)
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ADDRESS:  1000 STEEL STREET
PROPERTY ID: S-0005
S-0005
Boundaries on this site work plan DO NOT
represent a legal survey.  These boundaries 
are to be used for general reference only.
No liability is assumed by Atlantic Richfield
Company or Pioneer Technical Services 
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REMEDIAL ACTION SUMMARY TABLE
BY:
A BP affiliated company
Atlantic Richfield Company
WEST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL



























S‐0005‐PA1 Playground Area 1 (PA1) 4,538 45 35 25 N/A N/A 63 37 20 N/A N/A 0.03 0.02 0.01 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐PA2 Playground Area 2 (PA2) 4,571 60 61 46 N/A N/A 61 64 59 N/A N/A 0.06 0.04 0.04 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐PA3 Playground Area 3 (PA3) 4,528 51 49 29 N/A N/A 63 65 46 N/A N/A 0.07 0.07 0.04 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐PA4 Playground Area 4 (PA4) 712 71 59 57 N/A N/A 244 294 374 N/A N/A 0.11 0.07 0.13 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐PA5 Playground Area 5 (PA5) 191 5 6 5 N/A N/A 10 14 11 N/A N/A 0.08 0.03 0.01 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐HA1 High Access Area 1 (HA1) 4,683 69 95 38 N/A N/A 97 90 84 N/A N/A 0.07 0.06 0.02 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐HA2 High Access Area 2 (HA2) 4,346 28 35 60 N/A N/A 71 95 151 N/A N/A 0.26 0.46 0.34 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐HA3 High Access Area 3 (HA3) 6,513 22 39 58 N/A N/A 62 88 327 N/A N/A 0.26 0.19 0.07 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐HA4 High Access Area 4 (HA4) 7,935 36 50 56 N/A N/A 186 257 234 N/A N/A 0.17 0.13 0.17 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐HA5 High Access Area 5 (HA5) 1,892 40 28 50 N/A N/A 127 148 322 N/A N/A 0.05 0.07 0.06 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐HA6 High Access Area 6 (HA6) 9,082 32 26 19 N/A N/A 63 47 35 N/A N/A 0.06 0.10 0.06 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐GA1 Grass Area 1 (GA1) 10,116 39 69 44 N/A N/A 162 226 144 N/A N/A 0.20 0.12 0.05 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐GA2 Grass Area 2 (GA2) 10,021 70 73 94 N/A N/A 392 553 851 N/A N/A 0.33 0.24 0.36 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐GA3 Grass Area 3 (GA3) 10,105 33 60 185 N/A N/A 136 225 253 N/A N/A 0.21 0.35 0.17 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐GA4 Grass Area 4 (GA4) 10,119 25 66 128 N/A N/A 108 232 496 N/A N/A 0.16 0.24 0.22 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐GA5 Grass Area 5 (GA5) 10,012 35 79 89 N/A N/A 136 244 390 N/A N/A 0.35 0.27 0.13 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐GA6 Grass Area 6 (GA6) 10,131 32 75 154 N/A N/A 122 274 525 N/A N/A 0.26 0.28 2.10 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐GA7 Grass Area 7 (GA7) 10,125 34 88 69 N/A N/A 154 372 547 N/A N/A 0.18 0.33 0.21 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐GA8 Grass Area 8 (GA8) 10,010 37 81 79 N/A N/A 145 443 462 N/A N/A 0.18 0.20 0.37 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐GA9 Grass Area 9 (GA9) 10,130 31 58 48 N/A N/A 140 401 275 N/A N/A 0.18 0.30 0.18 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐GA10 Grass Area 10 (GA10) 11,559 40 58 42 N/A N/A 55 77 258 N/A N/A 0.03 0.05 0.06 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐GA11 Grass Area 11 (GA11) 8,105 30 25 33 N/A N/A 36 32 19 N/A N/A 0.04 0.05 0.02 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐GA12 Grass Area 12 (GA12) 7,462 82 70 79 N/A N/A 67 61 45 N/A N/A 0.07 0.03 0.03 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐GA13 Grass Area 13 (GA13) 7,218 134 86 148 N/A N/A 275 366 720 N/A N/A 0.19 0.22 0.55 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐LA1 Low Access Area 1 (LA1) 21,552 92 85 41 N/A N/A 89 96 138 N/A N/A 0.05 0.07 0.14 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐LA2 Low Access Area 2 (LA2) 21,551 68 89 86 N/A N/A 116 100 91 N/A N/A 0.09 0.08 0.05 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐LA3 Low Access Area 3 (LA3) 21,552 69 84 58 N/A N/A 139 148 127 N/A N/A 0.11 0.11 0.11 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐LA4 Low Access Area 4 (LA4) 21,719 37 31 46 N/A N/A 148 104 1,100 N/A N/A 0.14 0.10 0.15 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐LA5 Low Access Area 5 (LA5) 21,753 127 58 75 N/A N/A 246 170 145 N/A N/A 0.20 0.27 0.13 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐LA6 Low Access Area 6 (LA6) 21,685 137 103 75 N/A N/A 255 165 130 N/A N/A 0.33 0.25 0.16 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐LA7 Low Access Area 7 (LA7) 21,719 94 79 85 N/A N/A 306 299 303 N/A N/A 0.27 0.19 0.32 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐G1 Garden Area 1 (G1) 32 17 29 51 58 58 42 51 192 396 641 0.07 0.06 0.17 0.04 0.04 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐G2 Garden Area 2 (G2) 32 17 26 51 68 84 42 57 116 360 292 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.05 0.06 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐G3 Garden Area 3 (G3) 32 21 32 60 75 47 50 74 124 193 236 0.08 0.05 0.08 0.07 0.13 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐G4 Garden Area 4 (G4) 32 21 30 46 48 58 52 75 76 376 576 0.08 0.09 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐G5 Garden Area 5 (G5) 32 15 25 43 69 46 33 52 80 288 403 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.10 0.04 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐G6 Garden Area 6 (G6) 32 12 18 32 57 48 29 39 78 200 294 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.13 0.08 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐G7 Garden Area 7 (G7) 32 17 27 57 49 48 34 66 156 351 214 0.06 0.07 0.11 0.06 0.07 0.0 0.0 0
S‐0005‐OP1 Opportunistic Sample 1 (OP1) 1,724 405 256 176 N/A N/A 331 200 101 N/A N/A 0.17 0.34 0.10 N/A N/A 63.9 63.9 1724
S‐0005‐OP2 Opportunistic Sample 2 (OP2) 7,834 29 25 25 N/A N/A 53 32 35 N/A N/A 0.02 0.01 0.01 N/A N/A 0.0 0.0 0


















SUGAR BEET LIME QA DATA
Lime % % Passing
as CaCO3 No. 60 Screen (dry)
Sample ID  Date Collected Butte Hill Reveg Spec: Min of 65% Min of 50%
1 21RDU3_SBL_020 06/14/21 71.6% 96.5%
2 21RDU3_SBL_021 06/14/21 71.6% 97.9%
3 21RDU3_SBL_022 06/14/21 70.6% 87.6%
4 21RDU3_SBL_023 06/14/21 71.6% 94.5%
5 21RDU3_SBL_024 06/29/21 76.2% 82.3%
6 21RDU3_SBL_025 07/26/21 76.2% 98.4%
7 21RDU3_SBL_026 07/26/21 77.3% 97.6%
8 21RDU3_SBL_027 08/03/21 80.9% 99.0%
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Attachment B
ATTACHMENT B-1
ENERGY LABS DATA REPORTS
ANALYTICAL SUMMARY REPORT
The analyses presented in this report were performed by Energy Laboratories, Inc., 1120 S 27th St., Billings, MT 59101, unless 
otherwise noted.  Any exceptions or problems with the analyses are noted in the Laboratory Analytical Report, the QA/QC Summary 
Report, or the Case Narrative.  Any issues encountered during sample receipt are documented in the Work Order Receipt Checklist.
The results as reported relate only to the item(s) submitted for testing.  This report shall be used or copied only in its entirety.  Energy 
Laboratories, Inc. is not responsible for the consequences arising from the use of a partial report.
If you have any questions regarding these test results, please contact your Project Manager.
Lab ID Client Sample ID Collect Date Receive Date Matrix Test
Report Approved By:




B21061463-002 21RDU3_SBL_021 06/14/21 13:10 06/16/21 Solid Same As Above
B21061463-003 21RDU3_SBL_022 06/14/21 13:15 06/16/21 Solid Same As Above




1015 S Montana St
Butte, MT  59701-2805
June 29, 2021
B5361Quote ID:
Energy Laboratories Inc Billings MT received the following 4 samples for Woodard and Curran on 6/16/2021 for analysis.
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LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT
Project: ARWW&S
Client: Woodard and Curran
Report Date: 06/29/21
Prepared by Billings, MT Branch
Collection Date: 06/14/21 13:05Lab ID: B21061463-001
Client Sample ID: 21RDU3_SBL_020 DateReceived: 06/16/21
Matrix: Solid
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
06/21/21 09:29 / srm0.2wt%23.6Moisture  (As Received) D2974
CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS
06/29/21 11:36 / srm0.1%71.6Lime as CaCO3 USDA23c
SIEVE ANALYSIS
06/29/21 08:25 / srm0.1wt%-wet48.0No. 60 (250um), Retained SSSA 15-2
06/21/21 10:24 / srm0.1wt%-dry96.5No. 60 (250um), Passed SSSA 15-2
06/21/21 10:24 / srm0.1wt%-dry< 0.1Pan SSSA 15-2
06/29/21 08:25 / srm0.1wt%-wet52.0Pan SSSA 15-2
Analyses Result Units Analysis Date / ByRL Method
MCL/
QCLQualifiers
Collection Date: 06/14/21 13:10Lab ID: B21061463-002
Client Sample ID: 21RDU3_SBL_021 DateReceived: 06/16/21
Matrix: Solid
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
06/21/21 09:29 / srm0.2wt%23.1Moisture  (As Received) D2974
CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS
06/29/21 11:36 / srm0.1%71.6Lime as CaCO3 USDA23c
SIEVE ANALYSIS
06/29/21 08:25 / srm0.1wt%-wet73.0No. 60 (250um), Retained SSSA 15-2
06/21/21 10:24 / srm0.1wt%-dry97.9No. 60 (250um), Passed SSSA 15-2
06/21/21 10:24 / srm0.1wt%-dry< 0.1Pan SSSA 15-2
06/29/21 08:25 / srm0.1wt%-wet27.0Pan SSSA 15-2




Definitions:   
RL - Analyte Reporting Limit MCL - Maximum Contaminant Level
QCL - Quality Control Limit ND - Not detected at the Reporting Limit (RL)
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LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT
Project: ARWW&S
Client: Woodard and Curran
Report Date: 06/29/21
Prepared by Billings, MT Branch
Collection Date: 06/14/21 13:15Lab ID: B21061463-003
Client Sample ID: 21RDU3_SBL_022 DateReceived: 06/16/21
Matrix: Solid
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
06/21/21 09:29 / srm0.2wt%21.8Moisture  (As Received) D2974
CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS
06/29/21 11:36 / srm0.1%70.6Lime as CaCO3 USDA23c
SIEVE ANALYSIS
06/29/21 08:25 / srm0.1wt%-wet91.6No. 60 (250um), Retained SSSA 15-2
06/21/21 10:24 / srm0.1wt%-dry87.6No. 60 (250um), Passed SSSA 15-2
06/21/21 10:24 / srm0.1wt%-dry< 0.1Pan SSSA 15-2
06/29/21 08:25 / srm0.1wt%-wet8.4Pan SSSA 15-2
Analyses Result Units Analysis Date / ByRL Method
MCL/
QCLQualifiers
Collection Date: 06/14/21 13:20Lab ID: B21061463-004
Client Sample ID: 21RDU3_SBL_023 DateReceived: 06/16/21
Matrix: Solid
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
06/21/21 09:29 / srm0.2wt%23.6Moisture  (As Received) D2974
CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS
06/29/21 11:36 / srm0.1%71.6Lime as CaCO3 USDA23c
SIEVE ANALYSIS
06/29/21 08:25 / srm0.1wt%-wet97.3No. 60 (250um), Retained SSSA 15-2
06/21/21 10:24 / srm0.1wt%-dry94.5No. 60 (250um), Passed SSSA 15-2
06/21/21 10:24 / srm0.1wt%-dry< 0.1Pan SSSA 15-2
06/29/21 08:25 / srm0.1wt%-wet2.7Pan SSSA 15-2




Definitions:   
RL - Analyte Reporting Limit MCL - Maximum Contaminant Level
QCL - Quality Control Limit ND - Not detected at the Reporting Limit (RL)
Page 3 of 6
Client: Woodard and Curran Work Order: B21061463
QA/QC Summary Report
06/29/21Report Date:
Analyte Result %REC RPDLow Limit High Limit RPDLimitRLUnits Qual
Prepared by Billings, MT Branch
Method: USDA23c Batch: R363125
Lab ID: B21061463-001A DUP 06/29/21 11:36Sample Duplicate Run: MISC-SOIL_210629A
Lime as CaCO3 300.10 0.771.1 %
Lab ID: LCS-2106291136 06/29/21 11:36Laboratory Control Sample Run: MISC-SOIL_210629A
Lime as CaCO3 93 70 1300.109.00 %
Qualifiers: 
RL - Analyte Reporting Limit ND - Not detected at the Reporting Limit (RL)
Page 4 of 6
Shipping container/cooler in good condition?
Custody seals intact on all shipping container(s)/cooler(s)?
Custody seals intact on all sample bottles?
Chain of custody present?
Chain of custody signed when relinquished and received?
Chain of custody agrees with sample labels?
Samples in proper container/bottle?
Sample containers intact?
Sufficient sample volume for indicated test?
All samples received within holding time?
(Exclude analyses that are considered field parameters
such as pH, DO, Res Cl, Sulfite, Ferrous Iron, etc.)
Container/Temp Blank temperature:
Water - VOA vials have zero headspace?






















































No VOA vials submitted
Not Applicable R
R












Contact and Corrective Action Comments:
None
Temp Blank received in all shipping container(s)/cooler(s)? Yes No£ R Not Applicable £
Lab measurement of analytes considered field parameters that require analysis within 15 minutes of sampling such as 
pH, Dissolved Oxygen and Residual Chlorine, are qualified as being analyzed outside of recommended holding time. 
Solid/soil samples are reported on a wet weight basis (as received) unless specifically indicated. If moisture corrected, 
data units are typically noted as –dry. For agricultural and mining soil parameters/characteristics, all samples are dried 
and ground prior to sample analysis.
Radiochemical precision results represent a 2-sigma Total Measurement Uncertainty.
Standard Reporting Procedures:
Work Order Receipt Checklist
Woodard and Curran B21061463
Page 5 of 6
Page 6 of 6
ANALYTICAL SUMMARY REPORT
The analyses presented in this report were performed by Energy Laboratories, Inc., 1120 S 27th St., Billings, MT 59101, unless 
otherwise noted.  Any exceptions or problems with the analyses are noted in the Laboratory Analytical Report, the QA/QC Summary 
Report, or the Case Narrative.  Any issues encountered during sample receipt are documented in the Work Order Receipt Checklist.
The results as reported relate only to the item(s) submitted for testing.  This report shall be used or copied only in its entirety.  Energy 
Laboratories, Inc. is not responsible for the consequences arising from the use of a partial report.
If you have any questions regarding these test results, please contact your Project Manager.
Lab ID Client Sample ID Collect Date Receive Date Matrix Test
Report Approved By:





Project Name: ARWW&S RDU 3 0232257.02
Work Order: B21070238
1015 S Montana St
Butte, MT  59701-2805
July 09, 2021
B5361Quote ID:
Energy Laboratories Inc Billings MT received the following 1 sample for Woodard and Curran on 7/2/2021 for analysis.
Page 1 of 5
LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT
Client: Woodard and Curran
Project: ARWW&S RDU 3 0232257.02
Lab ID: B21070238-001
Client Sample ID: 21RDU3_SBL_024




Prepared by Billings, MT Branch




07/08/21 12:24 / srm0.2wt%18.8Moisture  (As Received) D2974
CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS
07/09/21 14:22 / srm0.1%76.2Lime as CaCO3 USDA23c
SIEVE ANALYSIS
07/09/21 08:37 / srm0.1wt%-wet96.1No. 60 (250um), Retained SSSA 15-2
07/08/21 15:14 / srm0.1wt%-dry82.3No. 60 (250um), Passed SSSA 15-2
07/08/21 15:14 / srm0.1wt%-dry< 0.1Pan SSSA 15-2
07/09/21 08:37 / srm0.1wt%-wet3.9Pan SSSA 15-2
Report
Definitions:   
RL - Analyte Reporting Limit MCL - Maximum Contaminant Level
QCL - Quality Control Limit ND - Not detected at the Reporting Limit (RL)
Page 2 of 5
Client: Woodard and Curran Work Order: B21070238
QA/QC Summary Report
07/09/21Report Date:
Analyte Result %REC RPDLow Limit High Limit RPDLimitRLUnits Qual
Prepared by Billings, MT Branch
Method: USDA23c Batch: R363644
Lab ID: LCS-2107090802 07/09/21 08:02Laboratory Control Sample Run: MISC-SOIL_210709A
Lime as CaCO3 89 70 1300.109.50 %
Lab ID: B21070238-001A DUP 07/09/21 14:22Sample Duplicate Run: MISC-SOIL_210709A
Lime as CaCO3 300.10 1.477.3 %
Qualifiers: 
RL - Analyte Reporting Limit ND - Not detected at the Reporting Limit (RL)
Page 3 of 5
Shipping container/cooler in good condition?
Custody seals intact on all shipping container(s)/cooler(s)?
Custody seals intact on all sample bottles?
Chain of custody present?
Chain of custody signed when relinquished and received?
Chain of custody agrees with sample labels?
Samples in proper container/bottle?
Sample containers intact?
Sufficient sample volume for indicated test?
All samples received within holding time?
(Exclude analyses that are considered field parameters
such as pH, DO, Res Cl, Sulfite, Ferrous Iron, etc.)
Container/Temp Blank temperature:
Water - VOA vials have zero headspace?






















































No VOA vials submitted
Not Applicable R
R












Contact and Corrective Action Comments:
None
Temp Blank received in all shipping container(s)/cooler(s)? Yes NoR £ Not Applicable £
Lab measurement of analytes considered field parameters that require analysis within 15 minutes of sampling such as 
pH, Dissolved Oxygen and Residual Chlorine, are qualified as being analyzed outside of recommended holding time. 
Solid/soil samples are reported on a wet weight basis (as received) unless specifically indicated. If moisture corrected, 
data units are typically noted as –dry. For agricultural and mining soil parameters/characteristics, all samples are dried 
and ground prior to sample analysis.
Radiochemical precision results represent a 2-sigma Total Measurement Uncertainty.
Standard Reporting Procedures:
Work Order Receipt Checklist
Woodard and Curran B21070238
Page 4 of 5
Page 5 of 5
ANALYTICAL SUMMARY REPORT
The analyses presented in this report were performed by Energy Laboratories, Inc., 1120 S 27th St., Billings, MT 59101, unless 
otherwise noted.  Any exceptions or problems with the analyses are noted in the report package.  Any issues encountered during 
sample receipt are documented in the Work Order Receipt Checklist.
The results as reported relate only to the item(s) submitted for testing.  This report shall be used or copied only in its entirety.  Energy 
Laboratories, Inc. is not responsible for the consequences arising from the use of a partial report.
If you have any questions regarding these test results, please contact your Project Manager.
Lab ID Client Sample ID Collect Date Receive Date Matrix Test
Report Approved By:




B21072301-002 21RDU3_SBL_026 07/26/21 10:20 07/28/21 Solid Same As Above
Woodard and Curran
Project Name: ARWW&S RDU 3, 0232257.02
Work Order: B21072301
1015 S Montana St
Butte, MT  59701-2805
August 09, 2021
B5361Quote ID:
Energy Laboratories Inc Billings MT received the following 2 samples for Woodard and Curran on 7/28/2021 for analysis.
Page 1 of 5
LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT
Project: ARWW&S RDU 3, 0232257.02
Client: Woodard and Curran
Report Date: 08/09/21
Prepared by Billings, MT Branch
Collection Date: 07/26/21 10:15Lab ID: B21072301-001
Client Sample ID: 21RDU3_SBL_025 DateReceived: 07/28/21
Matrix: Solid
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
08/03/21 12:14 / srm0.2wt%19.8Moisture  (As Received) D2974
CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS
08/09/21 16:25 / srm0.1%76.2Lime as CaCO3 USDA23c
SIEVE ANALYSIS
08/06/21 09:25 / srm0.1wt%-wet81.4No. 60 (250um), Retained SSSA 15-2
08/03/21 13:39 / srm0.1wt%-dry98.4No. 60 (250um), Passed SSSA 15-2
08/03/21 13:39 / srm0.1wt%-dry< 0.1Pan SSSA 15-2
08/06/21 09:25 / srm0.1wt%-wet18.6Pan SSSA 15-2
Analyses Result Units Analysis Date / ByRL Method
MCL/
QCLQualifiers
Collection Date: 07/26/21 10:20Lab ID: B21072301-002
Client Sample ID: 21RDU3_SBL_026 DateReceived: 07/28/21
Matrix: Solid
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
08/03/21 12:14 / srm0.2wt%17.4Moisture  (As Received) D2974
CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS
08/09/21 16:25 / srm0.1%77.3Lime as CaCO3 USDA23c
SIEVE ANALYSIS
08/06/21 09:25 / srm0.1wt%-wet75.7No. 60 (250um), Retained SSSA 15-2
08/03/21 13:39 / srm0.1wt%-dry97.6No. 60 (250um), Passed SSSA 15-2
08/03/21 13:39 / srm0.1wt%-dry< 0.1Pan SSSA 15-2
08/06/21 09:25 / srm0.1wt%-wet24.3Pan SSSA 15-2




Definitions:   
RL - Analyte Reporting Limit MCL - Maximum Contaminant Level
QCL - Quality Control Limit ND - Not detected at the Reporting Limit (RL)
Page 2 of 5
Client: Woodard and Curran Work Order: B21072301
QA/QC Summary Report
08/09/21Report Date:
Analyte Result %REC RPDLow Limit High Limit RPDLimitRLUnits Qual
Prepared by Billings, MT Branch
Method: USDA23c Batch: R365192
Lab ID: B21072301-001A DUP 08/09/21 16:25Sample Duplicate Run: MISC-SOIL_210809A
Lime as CaCO3 300.10 0.076.2 %
Lab ID: LCS-2108091625 08/09/21 16:25Laboratory Control Sample Run: MISC-SOIL_210809A
Lime as CaCO3 90 70 1300.109.60 %
Qualifiers: 
RL - Analyte Reporting Limit ND - Not detected at the Reporting Limit (RL)
Page 3 of 5
Shipping container/cooler in good condition?
Custody seals intact on all shipping container(s)/cooler(s)?
Custody seals intact on all sample bottles?
Chain of custody present?
Chain of custody signed when relinquished and received?
Chain of custody agrees with sample labels?
Samples in proper container/bottle?
Sample containers intact?
Sufficient sample volume for indicated test?
All samples received within holding time?
(Exclude analyses that are considered field parameters
such as pH, DO, Res Cl, Sulfite, Ferrous Iron, etc.)
Container/Temp Blank temperature:
Water - VOA vials have zero headspace?






















































No VOA vials submitted
Not Applicable R
R












Contact and Corrective Action Comments:
None
Temp Blank received in all shipping container(s)/cooler(s)? Yes NoR £ Not Applicable£
Lab measurement of analytes considered field parameters that require analysis within 15 minutes of sampling such as 
pH, Dissolved Oxygen and Residual Chlorine, are qualified as being analyzed outside of recommended holding time. 
Solid/soil samples are reported on a wet weight basis (as received) unless specifically indicated. If moisture corrected, 
data units are typically noted as –dry. For agricultural and mining soil parameters/characteristics, all samples are dried 
and ground prior to sample analysis.
Radiochemical precision results represent a 2-sigma Total Measurement Uncertainty.
Standard Reporting Procedures:
Work Order Receipt Checklist
Woodard and Curran B21072301
Page 4 of 5
Page 5 of 5
ANALYTICAL SUMMARY REPORT
The analyses presented in this report were performed by Energy Laboratories, Inc., 1120 S 27th St., Billings, MT 59101, unless 
otherwise noted.  Any exceptions or problems with the analyses are noted in the report package.  Any issues encountered during 
sample receipt are documented in the Work Order Receipt Checklist.
The results as reported relate only to the item(s) submitted for testing.  This report shall be used or copied only in its entirety.  Energy 
Laboratories, Inc. is not responsible for the consequences arising from the use of a partial report.
If you have any questions regarding these test results, please contact your Project Manager.
Lab ID Client Sample ID Collect Date Receive Date Matrix Test
Report Approved By:




B21080701-002 21RDU3_SBL_028 08/03/21 9:05 08/09/21 Solid Same As Above
Woodard and Curran
Project Name: ARWW&S RDU3, 0232257.02
Work Order: B21080701
1015 S Montana St
Butte, MT  59701-2805
August 13, 2021
B5361Quote ID:
Energy Laboratories Inc Billings MT received the following 2 samples for Woodard and Curran on 8/9/2021 for analysis.
Page 1 of 5
LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT
Project: ARWW&S RDU3, 0232257.02
Client: Woodard and Curran
Report Date: 08/13/21
Prepared by Billings, MT Branch
Collection Date: 08/03/21 09:00Lab ID: B21080701-001
Client Sample ID: 21RDU3_SBL_027 DateReceived: 08/09/21
Matrix: Solid
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
08/12/21 13:57 / srm0.2wt%24.0Moisture  (As Received) D2974
CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS
08/13/21 17:38 / srm0.1%80.9Lime as CaCO3 USDA23c
SIEVE ANALYSIS
08/13/21 08:56 / srm0.1wt%-wet85.8No. 60 (250um), Retained SSSA 15-2
08/11/21 10:26 / srm0.1wt%-dry99.0No. 60 (250um), Passed SSSA 15-2
08/11/21 10:26 / srm0.1wt%-dry< 0.1Pan SSSA 15-2
08/13/21 08:56 / srm0.1wt%-wet14.2Pan SSSA 15-2
Analyses Result Units Analysis Date / ByRL Method
MCL/
QCLQualifiers
Collection Date: 08/03/21 09:05Lab ID: B21080701-002
Client Sample ID: 21RDU3_SBL_028 DateReceived: 08/09/21
Matrix: Solid
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
08/12/21 13:57 / srm0.2wt%21.9Moisture  (As Received) D2974
CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS
08/13/21 17:38 / srm0.1%79.9Lime as CaCO3 USDA23c
SIEVE ANALYSIS
08/13/21 08:56 / srm0.1wt%-wet55.8No. 60 (250um), Retained SSSA 15-2
08/11/21 10:26 / srm0.1wt%-dry99.3No. 60 (250um), Passed SSSA 15-2
08/11/21 10:26 / srm0.1wt%-dry< 0.1Pan SSSA 15-2
08/13/21 08:56 / srm0.1wt%-wet44.2Pan SSSA 15-2




Definitions:   
RL - Analyte Reporting Limit MCL - Maximum Contaminant Level
QCL - Quality Control Limit ND - Not detected at the Reporting Limit (RL)
Page 2 of 5
Client: Woodard and Curran Work Order: B21080701
QA/QC Summary Report
08/13/21Report Date:
Analyte Result %REC RPDLow Limit High Limit RPDLimitRLUnits Qual
Prepared by Billings, MT Branch
Method: USDA23c Batch: R365482
Lab ID: B21080701-001A DUP 08/13/21 17:38Sample Duplicate Run: MISC-SOIL_210813B
Lime as CaCO3 300.10 0.080.9 %
Lab ID: LCS-2108131738 08/13/21 17:38Laboratory Control Sample Run: MISC-SOIL_210813B
Lime as CaCO3 93 70 1300.109.90 %
Qualifiers: 
RL - Analyte Reporting Limit ND - Not detected at the Reporting Limit (RL)
Page 3 of 5
Shipping container/cooler in good condition?
Custody seals intact on all shipping container(s)/cooler(s)?
Custody seals intact on all sample bottles?
Chain of custody present?
Chain of custody signed when relinquished and received?
Chain of custody agrees with sample labels?
Samples in proper container/bottle?
Sample containers intact?
Sufficient sample volume for indicated test?
All samples received within holding time?
(Exclude analyses that are considered field parameters
such as pH, DO, Res Cl, Sulfite, Ferrous Iron, etc.)
Container/Temp Blank temperature:
Water - VOA vials have zero headspace?






















































No VOA vials submitted
Not Applicable R
R












Contact and Corrective Action Comments:
None
Temp Blank received in all shipping container(s)/cooler(s)? Yes NoR £ Not Applicable£
Lab measurement of analytes considered field parameters that require analysis within 15 minutes of sampling such as 
pH, Dissolved Oxygen and Residual Chlorine, are qualified as being analyzed outside of recommended holding time. 
Solid/soil samples are reported on a wet weight basis (as received) unless specifically indicated. If moisture corrected, 
data units are typically noted as –dry. For agricultural and mining soil parameters/characteristics, all samples are dried 
and ground prior to sample analysis.
Radiochemical precision results represent a 2-sigma Total Measurement Uncertainty.
Standard Reporting Procedures:
Work Order Receipt Checklist
Woodard and Curran B21080701
Page 4 of 5







Propex Operating Company, LLC ⋅ 6025 Lee Highway, Suite 425 ⋅ PO Box 22788 ⋅ Chattanooga, TN  37422 
ph 423 899 0444 ⋅ ph 800 621 1273 ⋅ fax 423 899 7619 
 
Geotex®, Landlok®, Pyramat®, X3®, SuperGro®, Petromat® and Petrotac® are registered trademarks of Propex Operating Company, LLC. 
This publication should not be construed as engineering advice. While information contained in this publication is accurate to the best of our knowledge, Propex does not warrant its accuracy or completeness. The ultimate customer and user of the products should 
assume sole responsibility for the final determination of the suitability of the information and the products for the contemplated and actual use. The only warranty made by Propex for its products is set forth in our product data sheets for the product, or such other 
written warranty as may be agreed by Propex and individual customers. Propex specifically disclaims all other warranties, express or implied, including without limitation, warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, or arising from provision of 
samples, a course of dealing or usage of trade. 
 
© 2011 Propex Operating Company, LLC 
 




GEOTEX® 801 is a polypropylene, staple fiber, needlepunched nonwoven geotextile produced by Propex,  
and will meet the following Minimum Average Roll Values (MARV) when tested in accordance with the 
methods listed below.  The fibers are needled to form a stable network that retains dimensional stability 
relative to each other. The geotextile is resistant to ultraviolet degradation and to biological and chemical 
environments normally found in soils.  
 
GEOTEX 801 conforms to the property values listed below1. Propex performs internal Manufacturing 
Quality Control (MQC) tests that have been accredited by the Geosynthetic Accreditation Institute – 
Laboratory Accreditation Program (GAI-LAP). This product is NTPEP approved for AASHTO standards.   
 
  MARV2 
PROPERTY TEST METHOD ENGLISH METRIC 
ORIGIN OF MATERIALS 
% U.S. Manufactured Inputs 100% 100% 
% U.S. Manufactured 100% 100% 
MECHANICAL 
Tensile Strength (Grab) ASTM D-4632 205 lbs 912 N 
Elongation ASTM D-4632 50% 50% 
CBR Puncture ASTM D-6241 525 lbs 2336 N 
Trapezoidal Tear ASTM D-4533 80 lbs 356 N 
ENDURANCE 
UV Resistance 
% Retained at 500 hrs ASTM D-4355 70% 70% 
HYDRAULIC 
Apparent Opening Size 
(AOS)3 ASTM D-4751 80 US Std. Sieve 0.180 mm 
Permittivity ASTM D-4491 1.5 sec-1 1.5 sec-1 
Water Flow Rate ASTM D-4491 110 gpm/ft2 4482 l/min/m2 
   
ROLL SIZES 12.5 ft x 360 ft 15 ft x 300 ft 
3.81 m x 109.8 m 
4.57 m x 91.5 m 
 
NOTES: 
1. The property values listed above are effective 04/2011 and are subject to change without notice. 
2. Values shown are in weaker principal direction. Minimum average roll values (MARV) are calculated as the typical minus two standard deviations.  
Statistically, it yields a 97.7% degree of confidence that any samples taken from quality assurance testing will exceed the value reported. 





BUTTE HILL COVER SOIL APPROVAL SUBMITTAL 8/21/2021
Source:
Sample #:
Description Sample Yes No Other Information Requested
Chemical (mg/kg) Organic Matter (%)
As < 97 26.9 X 3.70
Cd < 4 0.9 X
Cu < 250 66.9 X Soil Nutrients
Hg < 5 0.03 X
Pb < 100 29.4 X N (mg/kg) N/A
Zn < 250 132.0 X P (mg/kg) N/A









< 4 1.3 X
Textural Classification Particle Size
(USDA) <2.0 mm Sand (%) 52
X Silt (%) 28
Clay (%) 20
Rock Content (%)
(by volume) < 45 13.1 X
Legend:
# Value - Criteria met
# Value - Does not meet Criteria
Atlantic Richfield Representative: Date:
EPA Representative: Date:



















BUTTE HILL COVER SOIL APPROVAL SUBMITTAL 8/21/2021
Source:
Sample #:
Description Sample Yes No Other Information Requested
Chemical (mg/kg) Organic Matter (%)
As < 97 15.9 X 3.50
Cd < 4 0.5 X
Cu < 250 36.2 X Soil Nutrients
Hg < 5 0.02 X
Pb < 100 16.0 X N (mg/kg) N/A
Zn < 250 76.0 X P (mg/kg) N/A









< 4 0.9 X
Textural Classification Particle Size
(USDA) <2.0 mm Sand (%) 44
X Silt (%) 32
Clay (%) 24
Rock Content (%)
(by volume) < 45 17.3 X
Legend:
# Value - Criteria met
# Value - Does not meet Criteria
Atlantic Richfield Representative: Date:
EPA Representative: Date:


















BUTTE HILL COVER SOIL APPROVAL SUBMITTAL 8/21/2021
Source:
Sample #:
Description Sample Yes No Other Information Requested
Chemical (mg/kg) Organic Matter (%)
As < 97 29.8 X 3.60
Cd < 4 0.8 X
Cu < 250 64.7 X Soil Nutrients
Hg < 5 0.02 X
Pb < 100 23.8 X N (mg/kg) N/A
Zn < 250 103.0 X P (mg/kg) N/A









< 4 1.5 X
Textural Classification Particle Size
(USDA) <2.0 mm Sand (%) 42
X Silt (%) 32
Clay (%) 26
Rock Content (%)
(by volume) < 45 12.5 X
Legend:
# Value - Criteria met
# Value - Does not meet Criteria
Atlantic Richfield Representative: Date:
EPA Representative: Date:


















BUTTE HILL COVER SOIL APPROVAL SUBMITTAL 8/21/2021
Source:
Sample #:
Description Sample Yes No Other Information Requested
Chemical (mg/kg) Organic Matter (%)
As < 97 31.0 X 3.50
Cd < 4 0.8 X
Cu < 250 77.9 X Soil Nutrients
Hg < 5 0.03 X
Pb < 100 26.6 X N (mg/kg) N/A
Zn < 250 129.0 X P (mg/kg) N/A









< 4 1.5 X
Textural Classification Particle Size





(by volume) < 45 12.2 X
Legend:
# Value - Criteria met
# Value - Does not meet Criteria
Atlantic Richfield Representative: Date:
EPA Representative: Date:


















BUTTE HILL COVER SOIL APPROVAL SUBMITTAL 8/21/2021
Source:
Sample #:
Description Sample Yes No Other Information Requested
Chemical (mg/kg) Organic Matter (%)
As < 97 33.9 X 3.80
Cd < 4 0.9 X
Cu < 250 78.2 X Soil Nutrients
Hg < 5 0.03 X
Pb < 100 26.9 X N (mg/kg) N/A
Zn < 250 127.0 X P (mg/kg) N/A









< 4 1.0 X
Textural Classification Particle Size





(by volume) < 45 9.3 X
Legend:
# Value - Criteria met
# Value - Does not meet Criteria
Atlantic Richfield Representative: Date:
EPA Representative: Date:


















BUTTE HILL COVER SOIL APPROVAL SUBMITTAL 8/21/2021
Source:
Sample #:
Description Sample Yes No Other Information Requested
Chemical (mg/kg) Organic Matter (%)
As < 97 43.4 X 3.70
Cd < 4 1.0 X
Cu < 250 99.3 X Soil Nutrients
Hg < 5 0.03 X
Pb < 100 36.1 X N (mg/kg) N/A
Zn < 250 143.0 X P (mg/kg) N/A









< 4 1.4 X
Textural Classification Particle Size
(USDA) <2.0 mm Sand (%) 34
X Silt (%) 40
Clay (%) 26
Rock Content (%)
(by volume) < 45 11.0 X
Legend:
# Value - Criteria met
# Value - Does not meet Criteria
Atlantic Richfield Representative: Date:
EPA Representative: Date:


















BUTTE HILL COVER SOIL APPROVAL SUBMITTAL 8/21/2021
Source:
Sample #:
Description Sample Yes No Other Information Requested
Chemical (mg/kg) Organic Matter (%)
As < 97 36.6 X 4.10
Cd < 4 0.9 X
Cu < 250 85.7 X Soil Nutrients
Hg < 5 0.03 X
Pb < 100 28.8 X N (mg/kg) N/A
Zn < 250 133.0 X P (mg/kg) N/A









< 4 1.3 X
Textural Classification Particle Size





(by volume) < 45 11.5 X
Legend:
# Value - Criteria met
# Value - Does not meet Criteria
Atlantic Richfield Representative: Date:
EPA Representative: Date:


















BUTTE HILL COVER SOIL APPROVAL SUBMITTAL 8/21/2021
Source:
Sample #:
Description Sample Yes No Other Information Requested
Chemical (mg/kg) Organic Matter (%)
As < 97 37.8 X 3.70
Cd < 4 0.9 X
Cu < 250 82.9 X Soil Nutrients
Hg < 5 0.03 X
Pb < 100 27.5 X N (mg/kg) N/A
Zn < 250 131.0 X P (mg/kg) N/A









< 4 2.1 X
Textural Classification Particle Size
(USDA) <2.0 mm Sand (%) 46
X Silt (%) 28
Clay (%) 26
Rock Content (%)
(by volume) < 45 12.2 X
Legend:
# Value - Criteria met
# Value - Does not meet Criteria
Atlantic Richfield Representative: Date:
EPA Representative: Date:



















ENERGY LABS DATA REPORT
ANALYTICAL SUMMARY REPORT
The analyses presented in this report were performed by Energy Laboratories, Inc., 1120 S 27th St., Billings, MT 59101, unless 
otherwise noted.  Any exceptions or problems with the analyses are noted in the report package.  Any issues encountered during 
sample receipt are documented in the Work Order Receipt Checklist.
The results as reported relate only to the item(s) submitted for testing.  This report shall be used or copied only in its entirety.  Energy 
Laboratories, Inc. is not responsible for the consequences arising from the use of a partial report.
If you have any questions regarding these test results, please contact your Project Manager.
Lab ID Client Sample ID Collect Date Receive Date Matrix Test
Report Approved By:
B21081152-001 BPSOU-KAW-1 08/10/21 12:30 08/12/21 Soil Metals, Saturated Paste
Conductivity, Saturated Paste Extract
Organic Carbon/Matter Walkley- 
Black
pH, Saturated Paste
Saturated Paste Extraction ASA




B21081152-002 BPSOU-KAW-2 08/10/21 12:35 08/12/21 Soil Same As Above
B21081152-003 BPSOU-KAW-3 08/10/21 12:40 08/12/21 Soil Same As Above
B21081152-004 BPSOU-KAW-4 08/10/21 12:45 08/12/21 Soil Same As Above
B21081152-005 BPSOU-KAW-5 08/10/21 12:50 08/12/21 Soil Same As Above
B21081152-006 BPSOU-KAW-6 08/10/21 12:55 08/12/21 Soil Same As Above
B21081152-007 BPSOU-KAW-7 08/10/21 13:00 08/12/21 Soil Same As Above
B21081152-008 BPSOU-KAW-8 08/10/21 13:05 08/12/21 Soil Same As Above
Pioneer Technical Services
Project Name: BPSOU School Sampling
Work Order: B21081152
307 E Park Ste 421
Anaconda, MT  59711-2300
August 20, 2021
B5332Quote ID:
Energy Laboratories Inc Billings MT received the following 8 samples for Pioneer Technical Services on 8/12/2021 for analysis.
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Project: BPSOU School Sampling
CLIENT: Pioneer Technical Services
Work Order: B21081152 CASE NARRATIVE
08/20/21Report Date:
Tests associated with analyst identified as ELI-H were subcontracted to Energy Laboratories, 3161 East Lyndale Ave, 
Helena, MT, EPA Number MT00945.
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LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT
Client: Pioneer Technical Services
Project: BPSOU School Sampling
Lab ID: B21081152-001
Client Sample ID: BPSOU-KAW-1




Prepared by Billings, MT Branch




08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1%52Sand ASA15-5
08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1%28Silt ASA15-5
08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1%20Clay ASA15-5
08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1LTexture ASA15-5
SATURATED PASTE EXTRACT
08/19/21 08:57 / eli-h0.1s.u.7.9pH, sat. paste ASA10-3
08/19/21 12:46 / eli-h0.1mmhos/cm1.3Conductivity, sat. paste ASA10-3
08/19/21 08:37 / eli-h0.1%42.7Saturation USDA27a
08/19/21 23:25 / eli-h0.05meq/L6.10Calcium, sat. paste SW6010B
08/19/21 23:25 / eli-h0.08meq/L3.16Magnesium, sat. paste SW6010B
08/19/21 23:25 / eli-h0.04meq/L2.41Sodium, sat. paste SW6010B
08/20/21 12:23 / eli-h0.01unitless1.12Sodium Adsorption Ratio (SAR) USDA20b
CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS
08/20/21 12:20 / eli-h0.2%3.7Organic Matter ASA29-3
SIEVE ANALYSIS
08/17/21 16:35 / eli-h0.1wt%-dry5.81 in (25 mm), Retained SSSA 15-2
08/17/21 16:35 / eli-h0.1wt%-dry13.1No. 10 (2 mm), Retained SSSA 15-2
08/17/21 16:35 / eli-h0.1wt%-dry81.1Pan SSSA 15-2
Report
Definitions:   
RL - Analyte Reporting Limit MCL - Maximum Contaminant Level
QCL - Quality Control Limit ND - Not detected at the Reporting Limit (RL)
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LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT
Client: Pioneer Technical Services
Project: BPSOU School Sampling
Lab ID: B21081152-002
Client Sample ID: BPSOU-KAW-2




Prepared by Billings, MT Branch




08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1%44Sand ASA15-5
08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1%32Silt ASA15-5
08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1%24Clay ASA15-5
08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1LTexture ASA15-5
SATURATED PASTE EXTRACT
08/19/21 08:57 / eli-h0.1s.u.8.0pH, sat. paste ASA10-3
08/19/21 12:47 / eli-h0.1mmhos/cm0.9Conductivity, sat. paste ASA10-3
08/19/21 08:37 / eli-h0.1%43.7Saturation USDA27a
08/19/21 23:42 / eli-h0.05meq/L4.38Calcium, sat. paste SW6010B
08/19/21 23:42 / eli-h0.08meq/L2.60Magnesium, sat. paste SW6010B
08/19/21 23:42 / eli-h0.04meq/L1.44Sodium, sat. paste SW6010B
08/20/21 12:23 / eli-h0.01unitless0.77Sodium Adsorption Ratio (SAR) USDA20b
CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS
08/20/21 12:20 / eli-h0.2%3.5Organic Matter ASA29-3
SIEVE ANALYSIS
08/17/21 16:35 / eli-h0.1wt%-dry< 0.11 in (25 mm), Retained SSSA 15-2
08/17/21 16:35 / eli-h0.1wt%-dry17.3No. 10 (2 mm), Retained SSSA 15-2
08/17/21 16:35 / eli-h0.1wt%-dry82.7Pan SSSA 15-2
Report
Definitions:   
RL - Analyte Reporting Limit MCL - Maximum Contaminant Level
QCL - Quality Control Limit ND - Not detected at the Reporting Limit (RL)
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LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT
Client: Pioneer Technical Services
Project: BPSOU School Sampling
Lab ID: B21081152-003
Client Sample ID: BPSOU-KAW-3




Prepared by Billings, MT Branch




08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1%42Sand ASA15-5
08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1%32Silt ASA15-5
08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1%26Clay ASA15-5
08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1LTexture ASA15-5
SATURATED PASTE EXTRACT
08/19/21 08:58 / eli-h0.1s.u.7.8pH, sat. paste ASA10-3
08/19/21 12:47 / eli-h0.1mmhos/cm1.5Conductivity, sat. paste ASA10-3
08/19/21 08:38 / eli-h0.1%44.4Saturation USDA27a
08/19/21 23:46 / eli-h0.05meq/L8.57Calcium, sat. paste SW6010B
08/19/21 23:46 / eli-h0.08meq/L3.22Magnesium, sat. paste SW6010B
08/19/21 23:46 / eli-h0.04meq/L1.90Sodium, sat. paste SW6010B
08/20/21 12:23 / eli-h0.01unitless0.78Sodium Adsorption Ratio (SAR) USDA20b
CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS
08/20/21 12:20 / eli-h0.2%3.6Organic Matter ASA29-3
SIEVE ANALYSIS
08/17/21 16:35 / eli-h0.1wt%-dry3.61 in (25 mm), Retained SSSA 15-2
08/17/21 16:35 / eli-h0.1wt%-dry12.5No. 10 (2 mm), Retained SSSA 15-2
08/17/21 16:35 / eli-h0.1wt%-dry83.9Pan SSSA 15-2
Report
Definitions:   
RL - Analyte Reporting Limit MCL - Maximum Contaminant Level
QCL - Quality Control Limit ND - Not detected at the Reporting Limit (RL)
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LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT
Client: Pioneer Technical Services
Project: BPSOU School Sampling
Lab ID: B21081152-004
Client Sample ID: BPSOU-KAW-4




Prepared by Billings, MT Branch




08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1%34Sand ASA15-5
08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1%38Silt ASA15-5
08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1%28Clay ASA15-5
08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1CLTexture ASA15-5
SATURATED PASTE EXTRACT
08/19/21 08:59 / eli-h0.1s.u.7.7pH, sat. paste ASA10-3
08/19/21 12:48 / eli-h0.1mmhos/cm1.5Conductivity, sat. paste ASA10-3
08/19/21 08:38 / eli-h0.1%49.4Saturation USDA27a
08/19/21 23:51 / eli-h0.05meq/L8.03Calcium, sat. paste SW6010B
08/19/21 23:51 / eli-h0.08meq/L3.97Magnesium, sat. paste SW6010B
08/19/21 23:51 / eli-h0.04meq/L1.38Sodium, sat. paste SW6010B
08/20/21 12:23 / eli-h0.01unitless0.56Sodium Adsorption Ratio (SAR) USDA20b
CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS
08/20/21 12:20 / eli-h0.2%3.5Organic Matter ASA29-3
SIEVE ANALYSIS
08/17/21 16:35 / eli-h0.1wt%-dry< 0.11 in (25 mm), Retained SSSA 15-2
08/17/21 16:35 / eli-h0.1wt%-dry12.2No. 10 (2 mm), Retained SSSA 15-2
08/17/21 16:35 / eli-h0.1wt%-dry87.8Pan SSSA 15-2
Report
Definitions:   
RL - Analyte Reporting Limit MCL - Maximum Contaminant Level
QCL - Quality Control Limit ND - Not detected at the Reporting Limit (RL)
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LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT
Client: Pioneer Technical Services
Project: BPSOU School Sampling
Lab ID: B21081152-005
Client Sample ID: BPSOU-KAW-5




Prepared by Billings, MT Branch




08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1%28Sand ASA15-5
08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1%42Silt ASA15-5
08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1%30Clay ASA15-5
08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1CLTexture ASA15-5
SATURATED PASTE EXTRACT
08/19/21 09:00 / eli-h0.1s.u.7.8pH, sat. paste ASA10-3
08/19/21 12:49 / eli-h0.1mmhos/cm1.0Conductivity, sat. paste ASA10-3
08/19/21 08:38 / eli-h0.1%52.2Saturation USDA27a
08/19/21 23:55 / eli-h0.05meq/L5.10Calcium, sat. paste SW6010B
08/19/21 23:55 / eli-h0.08meq/L3.13Magnesium, sat. paste SW6010B
08/19/21 23:55 / eli-h0.04meq/L0.96Sodium, sat. paste SW6010B
08/20/21 12:23 / eli-h0.01unitless0.47Sodium Adsorption Ratio (SAR) USDA20b
CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS
08/20/21 12:20 / eli-h0.2%3.8Organic Matter ASA29-3
SIEVE ANALYSIS
08/17/21 16:35 / eli-h0.1wt%-dry1.61 in (25 mm), Retained SSSA 15-2
08/17/21 16:35 / eli-h0.1wt%-dry9.3No. 10 (2 mm), Retained SSSA 15-2
08/17/21 16:35 / eli-h0.1wt%-dry89.0Pan SSSA 15-2
Report
Definitions:   
RL - Analyte Reporting Limit MCL - Maximum Contaminant Level
QCL - Quality Control Limit ND - Not detected at the Reporting Limit (RL)
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LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT
Client: Pioneer Technical Services
Project: BPSOU School Sampling
Lab ID: B21081152-006
Client Sample ID: BPSOU-KAW-6




Prepared by Billings, MT Branch




08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1%34Sand ASA15-5
08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1%40Silt ASA15-5
08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1%26Clay ASA15-5
08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1LTexture ASA15-5
SATURATED PASTE EXTRACT
08/19/21 09:02 / eli-h0.1s.u.7.9pH, sat. paste ASA10-3
08/19/21 12:50 / eli-h0.1mmhos/cm1.4Conductivity, sat. paste ASA10-3
08/19/21 08:38 / eli-h0.1%49.2Saturation USDA27a
08/20/21 00:04 / eli-h0.05meq/L6.64Calcium, sat. paste SW6010B
08/20/21 00:04 / eli-h0.08meq/L4.32Magnesium, sat. paste SW6010B
08/20/21 00:04 / eli-h0.04meq/L2.06Sodium, sat. paste SW6010B
08/20/21 12:23 / eli-h0.01unitless0.88Sodium Adsorption Ratio (SAR) USDA20b
CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS
08/20/21 12:20 / eli-h0.2%3.7Organic Matter ASA29-3
SIEVE ANALYSIS
08/17/21 16:35 / eli-h0.1wt%-dry< 0.11 in (25 mm), Retained SSSA 15-2
08/17/21 16:35 / eli-h0.1wt%-dry11.0No. 10 (2 mm), Retained SSSA 15-2
08/17/21 16:35 / eli-h0.1wt%-dry89.0Pan SSSA 15-2
Report
Definitions:   
RL - Analyte Reporting Limit MCL - Maximum Contaminant Level
QCL - Quality Control Limit ND - Not detected at the Reporting Limit (RL)
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LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT
Client: Pioneer Technical Services
Project: BPSOU School Sampling
Lab ID: B21081152-007
Client Sample ID: BPSOU-KAW-7




Prepared by Billings, MT Branch




08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1%32Sand ASA15-5
08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1%40Silt ASA15-5
08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1%28Clay ASA15-5
08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1CLTexture ASA15-5
SATURATED PASTE EXTRACT
08/19/21 09:02 / eli-h0.1s.u.7.5pH, sat. paste ASA10-3
08/19/21 12:51 / eli-h0.1mmhos/cm1.3Conductivity, sat. paste ASA10-3
08/19/21 08:38 / eli-h0.1%49.3Saturation USDA27a
08/20/21 00:51 / eli-h0.05meq/L7.19Calcium, sat. paste SW6010B
08/20/21 00:51 / eli-h0.08meq/L3.45Magnesium, sat. paste SW6010B
08/20/21 00:51 / eli-h0.04meq/L0.90Sodium, sat. paste SW6010B
08/20/21 12:23 / eli-h0.01unitless0.39Sodium Adsorption Ratio (SAR) USDA20b
CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS
08/20/21 12:20 / eli-h0.2%4.1Organic Matter ASA29-3
SIEVE ANALYSIS
08/17/21 16:35 / eli-h0.1wt%-dry< 0.11 in (25 mm), Retained SSSA 15-2
08/17/21 16:35 / eli-h0.1wt%-dry11.5No. 10 (2 mm), Retained SSSA 15-2
08/17/21 16:35 / eli-h0.1wt%-dry88.5Pan SSSA 15-2
Report
Definitions:   
RL - Analyte Reporting Limit MCL - Maximum Contaminant Level
QCL - Quality Control Limit ND - Not detected at the Reporting Limit (RL)
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LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT
Client: Pioneer Technical Services
Project: BPSOU School Sampling
Lab ID: B21081152-008
Client Sample ID: BPSOU-KAW-8




Prepared by Billings, MT Branch




08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1%46Sand ASA15-5
08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1%28Silt ASA15-5
08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1%26Clay ASA15-5
08/19/21 12:17 / eli-h1LTexture ASA15-5
SATURATED PASTE EXTRACT
08/19/21 09:03 / eli-h0.1s.u.7.4pH, sat. paste ASA10-3
08/19/21 12:52 / eli-h0.1mmhos/cm2.1Conductivity, sat. paste ASA10-3
08/19/21 08:39 / eli-h0.1%45.7Saturation USDA27a
08/20/21 00:56 / eli-h0.05meq/L12.8Calcium, sat. paste SW6010B
08/20/21 00:56 / eli-h0.08meq/L3.82Magnesium, sat. paste SW6010B
08/20/21 00:56 / eli-h0.04meq/L2.29Sodium, sat. paste SW6010B
08/20/21 12:23 / eli-h0.01unitless0.79Sodium Adsorption Ratio (SAR) USDA20b
CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS
08/20/21 12:20 / eli-h0.2%3.7Organic Matter ASA29-3
SIEVE ANALYSIS
08/17/21 16:35 / eli-h0.1wt%-dry< 0.11 in (25 mm), Retained SSSA 15-2
08/17/21 16:35 / eli-h0.1wt%-dry12.2No. 10 (2 mm), Retained SSSA 15-2
08/17/21 16:35 / eli-h0.1wt%-dry87.8Pan SSSA 15-2
Report
Definitions:   
RL - Analyte Reporting Limit MCL - Maximum Contaminant Level
QCL - Quality Control Limit ND - Not detected at the Reporting Limit (RL)
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Client: Pioneer Technical Services Work Order: B21081152
QA/QC Summary Report
08/20/21Report Date:
Analyte Result %REC RPDLow Limit High Limit RPDLimitRLUnits Qual
Prepared by Helena, MT Branch
Method: ASA10-3 Analytical Run: SOIL EC_210819A
Lab ID: ICV_1_210818_1 08/19/21 12:43Initial Calibration Verification Standard
Conductivity, sat. paste 107 90 1100.101.51 mmhos/cm
Lab ID: CCV_1_210818_1 08/19/21 12:43Continuing Calibration Verification Standard
Conductivity, sat. paste 104 90 1100.105.22 mmhos/cm
Lab ID: CCV1_1_210818_1 08/19/21 12:44Continuing Calibration Verification Standard
Conductivity, sat. paste 92 90 1100.100.924 mmhos/cm
Method: ASA10-3 Batch: 57600
Lab ID: MB-57600 08/19/21 12:45Method Blank Run: SOIL EC_210819A
Conductivity, sat. paste 0.05ND mmhos/cm
Lab ID: LCS-57600 08/19/21 12:46Laboratory Control Sample Run: SOIL EC_210819A
Conductivity, sat. paste 104 80 1200.104.37 mmhos/cm
Lab ID: B21081152-005ADUP 08/19/21 12:49Sample Duplicate Run: SOIL EC_210819A
Conductivity, sat. paste 200.10 3.11.08 mmhos/cm
Method: ASA10-3 Analytical Run: SOIL PH METER - ORION A211_210819A
Lab ID: ICV_1_210818_1 08/19/21 08:53Initial Calibration Verification Standard
pH, sat. paste 100 98.6 101.40.107.03 s.u.
Lab ID: CCV_1_210818_1 08/19/21 08:54Continuing Calibration Verification Standard
pH, sat. paste 101 98.6 101.40.107.04 s.u.
Lab ID: CCV1_1_210818_1 08/19/21 08:55Continuing Calibration Verification Standard
pH, sat. paste 100 97.5 102.50.104.01 s.u.
Method: ASA10-3 Batch: 57600
Lab ID: LCS-57600 08/19/21 08:56Laboratory Control Sample Run: SOIL PH METER - ORION A2
pH, sat. paste 100 95 1050.108.08 s.u.
Lab ID: B21081152-005ADUP 08/19/21 09:01Sample Duplicate Run: SOIL PH METER - ORION A2
pH, sat. paste 200.10 0.37.82 s.u.
Qualifiers: 
RL - Analyte Reporting Limit ND - Not detected at the Reporting Limit (RL)
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Client: Pioneer Technical Services Work Order: B21081152
QA/QC Summary Report
08/20/21Report Date:
Analyte Result %REC RPDLow Limit High Limit RPDLimitRLUnits Qual
Prepared by Helena, MT Branch
Method: ASA15-5 Batch: 57612
Lab ID: B21081152-002ADUP 08/19/21 12:17Sample Duplicate Run: SOIL HYDROMETER_210820
Sand 201.0 0.044.0 %
Silt 201.0 0.032.0 %
Clay 201.0 0.024.0 %
Texture 1.0L
Lab ID: LCS-57612 08/19/21 12:17Laboratory Control Sample Run: SOIL HYDROMETER_210820
Sand 110 70 1301.046.0 %
Silt 88 70 1301.028.0 %
Clay 100 70 1301.026.0 %
Qualifiers: 
RL - Analyte Reporting Limit ND - Not detected at the Reporting Limit (RL)
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Client: Pioneer Technical Services Work Order: B21081152
QA/QC Summary Report
08/20/21Report Date:
Analyte Result %REC RPDLow Limit High Limit RPDLimitRLUnits Qual
Prepared by Helena, MT Branch
Method: ASA29-3 Batch: 57606
Lab ID: LCS-57606 08/20/21 12:20Laboratory Control Sample Run: MISC SOILS_210820A
Organic Matter 116 70 1300.171.13 %
Lab ID: MB-57606 08/20/21 12:20Method Blank Run: MISC SOILS_210820A
Organic Matter 0.2ND %
Lab ID: B21081152-006ADUP 08/20/21 12:20Sample Duplicate Run: MISC SOILS_210820A
Organic Matter 0.173.74 %
Qualifiers: 
RL - Analyte Reporting Limit ND - Not detected at the Reporting Limit (RL)
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Client: Pioneer Technical Services Work Order: B21081152
QA/QC Summary Report
08/20/21Report Date:
Analyte Result %REC RPDLow Limit High Limit RPDLimitRLUnits Qual
Prepared by Helena, MT Branch
Method: SW6010B Analytical Run: ICP2-HE_210819B
Lab ID: ICV 08/19/21 14:52Initial Calibration Verification Standard
Calcium 101 90 1101.040.3 mg/L
Magnesium 100 90 1101.039.9 mg/L
Sodium 100 90 1101.040.0 mg/L
Lab ID: CCV 08/19/21 14:56Continuing Calibration Verification Standard
Calcium 101 90 1101.025.2 mg/L
Magnesium 100 90 1101.024.9 mg/L
Sodium 102 90 1101.025.4 mg/L




Lab ID: ICSA 08/19/21 15:09Interference Check Sample A
Calcium 97 80 1201.0483 mg/L
Magnesium 107 80 1201.0535 mg/L
Sodium 0 01.0-0.00132 mg/L
Lab ID: ICSAB 08/19/21 15:14Interference Check Sample AB
Calcium 98 80 1201.0489 mg/L
Magnesium 107 80 1201.0536 mg/L
Sodium 98 80 1201.019.6 mg/L
Method: SW6010B Batch: 57600




Calcium, sat. paste 0.007ND meq/L
Magnesium, sat. paste 0.002ND meq/L
Sodium, sat. paste 0.0009ND meq/L
Lab ID: LFB-57600 08/19/21 23:08Laboratory Fortified Blank Run: ICP2-HE_210819B
Calcium 97 80 1201.048.7 mg/L
Magnesium 106 80 1201.052.8 mg/L
Sodium 105 80 1201.052.4 mg/L
Calcium, sat. paste 97 80 1200.0502.43 meq/L
Magnesium, sat. paste 106 80 1200.0824.35 meq/L
Sodium, sat. paste 105 80 1200.0432.28 meq/L
Lab ID: LCS-57600 08/19/21 23:12Laboratory Control Sample Run: ICP2-HE_210819B
Calcium 96 70 1301.0209 mg/L
Magnesium 95 70 1301.080.6 mg/L
Sodium 113 70 1301.0692 mg/L
Qualifiers: 
RL - Analyte Reporting Limit ND - Not detected at the Reporting Limit (RL)
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Client: Pioneer Technical Services Work Order: B21081152
QA/QC Summary Report
08/20/21Report Date:
Analyte Result %REC RPDLow Limit High Limit RPDLimitRLUnits Qual
Prepared by Helena, MT Branch
Method: SW6010B Batch: 57600
Lab ID: LCS-57600 08/19/21 23:12Laboratory Control Sample Run: ICP2-HE_210819B
Calcium, sat. paste 96 70 1300.05010.4 meq/L
Magnesium, sat. paste 95 70 1300.0826.64 meq/L
Sodium, sat. paste 113 70 1300.04330.1 meq/L
Lab ID: B21081152-001AMS2 08/19/21 23:34Sample Matrix Spike Run: ICP2-HE_210819B
Calcium 92 70 1301.0215 mg/L
Magnesium 102 70 1301.0141 mg/L
Sodium 107 70 1301.0162 mg/L
Calcium, sat. paste 92 70 1300.05010.7 meq/L
Magnesium, sat. paste 102 70 1300.08211.6 meq/L
Sodium, sat. paste 107 70 1300.0437.04 meq/L
Lab ID: B21081152-001AMSD2 08/19/21 23:38Sample Matrix Spike Duplicate Run: ICP2-HE_210819B
Calcium 95 70 130 201.0 1.2217 mg/L
Magnesium 104 70 130 201.0 0.9142 mg/L
Sodium 102 70 130 201.0 3.0157 mg/L
Calcium, sat. paste 95 70 130 200.050 1.210.8 meq/L
Magnesium, sat. paste 104 70 130 200.082 0.911.7 meq/L
Sodium, sat. paste 102 70 130 200.043 3.06.83 meq/L
Lab ID: B21081152-005Adup 08/19/21 23:59Sample Duplicate Run: ICP2-HE_210819B
Calcium 301.0 1.9104 mg/L
Magnesium 301.0 1.938.8 mg/L
Sodium 301.0 3.822.9 mg/L
Calcium, sat. paste 300.050 1.95.20 meq/L
Magnesium, sat. paste 300.082 1.93.19 meq/L
Sodium, sat. paste 300.043 3.80.994 meq/L
Qualifiers: 
RL - Analyte Reporting Limit ND - Not detected at the Reporting Limit (RL)
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Client: Pioneer Technical Services Work Order: B21081152
QA/QC Summary Report
08/20/21Report Date:
Analyte Result %REC RPDLow Limit High Limit RPDLimitRLUnits Qual
Prepared by Helena, MT Branch
Method: USDA20b Batch: 57600
Lab ID: B21081152-005ADUP 08/20/21 12:23Sample Duplicate Run: SOIL CALC_210820A
Sodium Adsorption Ratio (SAR) 300.10 2.10.480 unitless
Lab ID: LCS-57600 08/20/21 12:23Laboratory Control Sample Run: SOIL CALC_210820A
Sodium Adsorption Ratio (SAR) 117 80 1200.1010.3 unitless
Qualifiers: 
RL - Analyte Reporting Limit ND - Not detected at the Reporting Limit (RL)
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Client: Pioneer Technical Services Work Order: B21081152
QA/QC Summary Report
08/20/21Report Date:
Analyte Result %REC RPDLow Limit High Limit RPDLimitRLUnits Qual
Prepared by Helena, MT Branch
Method: USDA27a Batch: 57600
Lab ID: LCS-57600 08/19/21 08:37Laboratory Control Sample Run: SOIL DRYING OVEN 2_21082
Saturation 101 80 1200.1042.0 %
Lab ID: B21081152-005ADUP 08/19/21 08:38Sample Duplicate Run: SOIL DRYING OVEN 2_21082
Saturation 200.10 2.351.1 %
Qualifiers: 
RL - Analyte Reporting Limit ND - Not detected at the Reporting Limit (RL)
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Shipping container/cooler in good condition?
Custody seals intact on all shipping container(s)/cooler(s)?
Custody seals intact on all sample bottles?
Chain of custody present?
Chain of custody signed when relinquished and received?
Chain of custody agrees with sample labels?
Samples in proper container/bottle?
Sample containers intact?
Sufficient sample volume for indicated test?
All samples received within holding time?
(Exclude analyses that are considered field parameters
such as pH, DO, Res Cl, Sulfite, Ferrous Iron, etc.)
Container/Temp Blank temperature:
Water - VOA vials have zero headspace?






















































No VOA vials submitted
Not Applicable R
R












Contact and Corrective Action Comments:
Results due 08/20/21 per Gina Mccartney, Energy Laboratories Project Manager.
Temp Blank received in all shipping container(s)/cooler(s)? Yes No£ R Not Applicable£
Lab measurement of analytes considered field parameters that require analysis within 15 minutes of sampling such as 
pH, Dissolved Oxygen and Residual Chlorine, are qualified as being analyzed outside of recommended holding time. 
Solid/soil samples are reported on a wet weight basis (as received) unless specifically indicated. If moisture corrected, 
data units are typically noted as –dry. For agricultural and mining soil parameters/characteristics, all samples are dried 
and ground prior to sample analysis.
Radiochemical precision results represent a 2-sigma Total Measurement Uncertainty.
Standard Reporting Procedures:
Work Order Receipt Checklist
Pioneer Technical Services B21081152
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ATTACHMENT D-2
PACE ANALYTICAL DATA REPORT
#=CL#
August 19, 2021
LIMS USE: FR - JESSE












Enclosed are the analytical results for sample(s) received by the laboratory on August 12, 2021.  The results relate only to
the samples included in this report.  Results contained within this report conform to the most current version of the TNI
standards, BP LaMP Technical Requirements Revision 12.1, and any applicable Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP), or
Work Plan unless otherwise narrated in the body of this report.
The test results provided in this final report were generated by each of the following laboratories within the Pace Network:
• Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis







cc: Cole Dallaserra, Pioneer Technical
Jennifer Norman, Portage Inc.
REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS
This report shall not be reproduced, except in full,
without the written consent of Pace Analytical Services, LLC.











Pace Analytical Services, LLC - Minneapolis MN
1700 Elm Street SE, Minneapolis, MN 55414
1800 Elm Street SE, Minneapolis, MN 55414--Satellite Air
Lab
A2LA Certification #: 2926.01*
Alabama Certification #: 40770
Alaska Contaminated Sites Certification #: 17-009*
Alaska DW Certification #: MN00064
Arizona Certification #: AZ0014*
Arkansas DW Certification #: MN00064
Arkansas WW Certification #: 88-0680
California Certification #: 2929
Colorado Certification #: MN00064
Connecticut Certification #: PH-0256
EPA Region 8 Tribal Water Systems+Wyoming DW
Certification #: via MN 027-053-137
Florida Certification #: E87605*
Georgia Certification #: 959
Hawaii Certification #: MN00064
Idaho Certification #: MN00064
Illinois Certification #: 200011
Indiana Certification #: C-MN-01
Iowa Certification #: 368
Kansas Certification #: E-10167
Kentucky DW Certification #: 90062
Kentucky WW Certification #: 90062
Louisiana DEQ Certification #: AI-03086*
Louisiana DW Certification #: MN00064
Maine Certification #: MN00064*
Maryland Certification #: 322
Michigan Certification #: 9909
Minnesota Certification #: 027-053-137*
Minnesota Dept of Ag Approval: via MN 027-053-137
Minnesota Petrofund Registration #: 1240*
Mississippi Certification #: MN00064
Missouri Certification #: 10100
Montana Certification #: CERT0092
Nebraska Certification #: NE-OS-18-06
Nevada Certification #: MN00064
New Hampshire Certification #: 2081*
New Jersey Certification #: MN002
New York Certification #: 11647*
North Carolina DW Certification #: 27700
North Carolina WW Certification #: 530
North Dakota Certification #: R-036
Ohio DW Certification #: 41244
Ohio VAP Certification (1700) #: CL101
Ohio VAP Certification (1800) #: CL110*
Oklahoma Certification #: 9507*
Oregon Primary Certification #: MN300001
Oregon Secondary Certification #: MN200001*
Pennsylvania Certification #: 68-00563*
Puerto Rico Certification #: MN00064
South Carolina Certification #:74003001
Tennessee Certification #: TN02818
Texas Certification #: T104704192*
Utah Certification #: MN00064*
Vermont Certification #: VT-027053137
Virginia Certification #: 460163*
Washington Certification #: C486*
West Virginia DEP Certification #: 382
West Virginia DW Certification #: 9952 C
Wisconsin Certification #: 999407970
Wyoming UST Certification #: via A2LA 2926.01
USDA Permit #: P330-19-00208
*Please Note: Applicable air certifications are denoted with
an asterisk (*).
REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS
This report shall not be reproduced, except in full,
without the written consent of Pace Analytical Services, LLC.











Lab ID Sample ID Matrix Date Collected Date Received
10574177001 BPSOU-KAW-1 Solid 08/10/21 12:30 08/12/21 08:50
10574177002 BPSOU-KAW-1 Solid 08/10/21 12:30 08/12/21 08:50
10574177003 BPSOU-KAW-2 Solid 08/10/21 12:35 08/12/21 08:50
10574177004 BPSOU-KAW-2 Solid 08/10/21 12:35 08/12/21 08:50
10574177005 BPSOU-KAW-3 Solid 08/10/21 12:40 08/12/21 08:50
10574177006 BPSOU-KAW-3 Solid 08/10/21 12:40 08/12/21 08:50
10574177007 BPSOU-KAW-4 Solid 08/10/21 12:45 08/12/21 08:50
10574177008 BPSOU-KAW-4 Solid 08/10/21 12:45 08/12/21 08:50
10574177009 BPSOU-KAW-5 Solid 08/10/21 12:50 08/12/21 08:50
10574177010 BPSOU-KAW-5 Solid 08/10/21 12:50 08/12/21 08:50
10574177011 BPSOU-KAW-6 Solid 08/10/21 12:55 08/12/21 08:50
10574177012 BPSOU-KAW-6 Solid 08/10/21 12:55 08/12/21 08:50
10574177013 BPSOU-KAW-7 Solid 08/10/21 13:00 08/12/21 08:50
10574177014 BPSOU-KAW-7 Solid 08/10/21 13:00 08/12/21 08:50
10574177015 BPSOU-KAW-8 Solid 08/10/21 13:05 08/12/21 08:50
10574177016 BPSOU-KAW-8 Solid 08/10/21 13:05 08/12/21 08:50
REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS
This report shall not be reproduced, except in full,
without the written consent of Pace Analytical Services, LLC.











Lab ID Sample ID Method
Analytes
Reported LaboratoryAnalysts
10574177001 BPSOU-KAW-1 EPA 6020A 5 PASI-MBWB
10574177002 BPSOU-KAW-1 EPA 7471B 1 PASI-MLMW
ASTM D2974 1 PASI-MJDL
10574177003 BPSOU-KAW-2 EPA 6020A 5 PASI-MBWB
10574177004 BPSOU-KAW-2 EPA 7471B 1 PASI-MLMW
ASTM D2974 1 PASI-MJDL
10574177005 BPSOU-KAW-3 EPA 6020A 5 PASI-MBWB
10574177006 BPSOU-KAW-3 EPA 7471B 1 PASI-MLMW
ASTM D2974 1 PASI-MJDL
10574177007 BPSOU-KAW-4 EPA 6020A 5 PASI-MBWB
10574177008 BPSOU-KAW-4 EPA 7471B 1 PASI-MLMW
ASTM D2974 1 PASI-MJDL
10574177009 BPSOU-KAW-5 EPA 6020A 5 PASI-MBWB
10574177010 BPSOU-KAW-5 EPA 7471B 1 PASI-MLMW
ASTM D2974 1 PASI-MJDL
10574177011 BPSOU-KAW-6 EPA 6020A 5 PASI-MBWB
10574177012 BPSOU-KAW-6 EPA 7471B 1 PASI-MLMW
ASTM D2974 1 PASI-MJDL
10574177013 BPSOU-KAW-7 EPA 6020A 5 PASI-MBWB
10574177014 BPSOU-KAW-7 EPA 7471B 1 PASI-MLMW
ASTM D2974 1 PASI-MJDL
10574177015 BPSOU-KAW-8 EPA 6020A 5 PASI-MBWB
10574177016 BPSOU-KAW-8 EPA 7471B 1 PASI-MLMW
ASTM D2974 1 PASI-MJDL
PASI-M = Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS
This report shall not be reproduced, except in full,
without the written consent of Pace Analytical Services, LLC.











Date: August 19, 2021
Samples analyzed for method 6020 arsenic, cadmium, copper, lead and zinc were analyzed after they were dried and sieved using a
number 60 sieve.
REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS
This report shall not be reproduced, except in full,
without the written consent of Pace Analytical Services, LLC.














Date: August 19, 2021
Description: 6020A MET ICPMS
General Information:
8 samples were analyzed for EPA 6020A by Pace Analytical Services Minneapolis.  All samples were received in acceptable condition
with any exceptions noted below or on the chain-of custody and/or the sample condition upon receipt form (SCUR) attached at the end
of this report.
Hold Time:
The samples were analyzed within the method required hold times with any exceptions noted below.
Sample Preparation:
The samples were prepared in accordance with EPA 3050B with any exceptions noted below.
Initial Calibrations (including MS Tune as applicable):
All criteria were within method requirements with any exceptions noted below.
Continuing Calibration:
All criteria were within method requirements with any exceptions noted below.
Internal Standards:
All internal standards were within QC limits with any exceptions noted below.
Method Blank:
All analytes were below the report limit in the method blank, where applicable, with any exceptions noted below.
Laboratory Control Spike:
All laboratory control spike compounds were within QC limits with any exceptions noted below.
Matrix Spikes:
All percent recoveries and relative percent differences (RPDs) were within acceptance criteria with any exceptions noted below.
QC Batch: 764488
A matrix spike and/or matrix spike duplicate (MS/MSD) were performed on the following sample(s):  10574177001
M1: Matrix spike recovery exceeded QC limits.  Batch accepted based on laboratory control sample (LCS) recovery.
• MS  (Lab ID: 4075058)
• Zinc
Duplicate Sample:
All duplicate sample results were within method acceptance criteria with any exceptions noted below.
Additional Comments:
REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS
This report shall not be reproduced, except in full,
without the written consent of Pace Analytical Services, LLC.














Date: August 19, 2021
Description: 7471B Mercury
General Information:
8 samples were analyzed for EPA 7471B by Pace Analytical Services Minneapolis.  All samples were received in acceptable condition
with any exceptions noted below or on the chain-of custody and/or the sample condition upon receipt form (SCUR) attached at the end
of this report.
Hold Time:
The samples were analyzed within the method required hold times with any exceptions noted below.
Sample Preparation:
The samples were prepared in accordance with EPA 7471B with any exceptions noted below.
Initial Calibrations (including MS Tune as applicable):
All criteria were within method requirements with any exceptions noted below.
Continuing Calibration:
All criteria were within method requirements with any exceptions noted below.
Method Blank:
All analytes were below the report limit in the method blank, where applicable, with any exceptions noted below.
Laboratory Control Spike:
All laboratory control spike compounds were within QC limits with any exceptions noted below.
Matrix Spikes:
All percent recoveries and relative percent differences (RPDs) were within acceptance criteria with any exceptions noted below.
Duplicate Sample:
All duplicate sample results were within method acceptance criteria with any exceptions noted below.
Additional Comments:
This data package has been reviewed for quality and completeness and is approved for release.
REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS
This report shall not be reproduced, except in full,
without the written consent of Pace Analytical Services, LLC.











Sample: BPSOU-KAW-1 Lab ID: 10574177001 Collected: 08/10/21 12:30 Received: 08/12/21 08:50 Matrix: Solid
Results reported on a "wet-weight" basis
Parameters Results Units DF Prepared Analyzed CAS No. QualMDLPQL
Analytical Method: EPA 6020A  Preparation Method: EPA 3050B
Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
6020A MET ICPMS
Arsenic 26.9 mg/kg 08/19/21 11:57 7440-38-208/19/21 08:250.50 0.11 1
Cadmium 0.90 mg/kg 08/19/21 11:57 7440-43-908/19/21 08:250.079 0.031 1
Copper 66.9 mg/kg 08/19/21 11:57 7440-50-808/19/21 08:250.99 0.24 1
Lead 29.4 mg/kg 08/19/21 11:57 7439-92-108/19/21 08:250.20 0.029 1
Zinc 132 mg/kg 08/19/21 11:57 7440-66-6 M108/19/21 08:255.0 0.89 1
REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS
This report shall not be reproduced, except in full,
without the written consent of Pace Analytical Services, LLC.Date: 08/19/2021 04:00 PM











Sample: BPSOU-KAW-1 Lab ID: 10574177002 Collected: 08/10/21 12:30 Received: 08/12/21 08:50 Matrix: Solid
Results reported on a "dry weight" basis and are adjusted for percent moisture, sample size and any dilutions.
Parameters Results Units DF Prepared Analyzed CAS No. QualMDLPQL
Analytical Method: EPA 7471B  Preparation Method: EPA 7471B
Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
7471B Mercury
Mercury 0.026 mg/kg 08/18/21 15:47 7439-97-608/16/21 13:440.022 0.0094 1
Analytical Method: ASTM D2974
Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
Dry Weight / %M by ASTM D2974
Percent Moisture 10.5 % 08/17/21 10:41 N20.10 0.10 1
REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS
This report shall not be reproduced, except in full,
without the written consent of Pace Analytical Services, LLC.Date: 08/19/2021 04:00 PM











Sample: BPSOU-KAW-2 Lab ID: 10574177003 Collected: 08/10/21 12:35 Received: 08/12/21 08:50 Matrix: Solid
Results reported on a "wet-weight" basis
Parameters Results Units DF Prepared Analyzed CAS No. QualMDLPQL
Analytical Method: EPA 6020A  Preparation Method: EPA 3050B
Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
6020A MET ICPMS
Arsenic 15.9 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:17 7440-38-208/19/21 08:250.46 0.10 1
Cadmium 0.49 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:17 7440-43-908/19/21 08:250.074 0.029 1
Copper 36.2 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:17 7440-50-808/19/21 08:250.93 0.22 1
Lead 16.0 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:17 7439-92-108/19/21 08:250.19 0.027 1
Zinc 76.0 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:17 7440-66-608/19/21 08:254.6 0.83 1
REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS
This report shall not be reproduced, except in full,
without the written consent of Pace Analytical Services, LLC.Date: 08/19/2021 04:00 PM











Sample: BPSOU-KAW-2 Lab ID: 10574177004 Collected: 08/10/21 12:35 Received: 08/12/21 08:50 Matrix: Solid
Results reported on a "dry weight" basis and are adjusted for percent moisture, sample size and any dilutions.
Parameters Results Units DF Prepared Analyzed CAS No. QualMDLPQL
Analytical Method: EPA 7471B  Preparation Method: EPA 7471B
Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
7471B Mercury
Mercury 0.022 mg/kg 08/18/21 15:53 7439-97-608/16/21 13:440.022 0.0095 1
Analytical Method: ASTM D2974
Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
Dry Weight / %M by ASTM D2974
Percent Moisture 11.7 % 08/17/21 10:41 N20.10 0.10 1
REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS
This report shall not be reproduced, except in full,
without the written consent of Pace Analytical Services, LLC.Date: 08/19/2021 04:00 PM











Sample: BPSOU-KAW-3 Lab ID: 10574177005 Collected: 08/10/21 12:40 Received: 08/12/21 08:50 Matrix: Solid
Results reported on a "wet-weight" basis
Parameters Results Units DF Prepared Analyzed CAS No. QualMDLPQL
Analytical Method: EPA 6020A  Preparation Method: EPA 3050B
Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
6020A MET ICPMS
Arsenic 29.8 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:20 7440-38-208/19/21 08:250.49 0.11 1
Cadmium 0.82 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:20 7440-43-908/19/21 08:250.078 0.031 1
Copper 64.7 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:20 7440-50-808/19/21 08:250.98 0.24 1
Lead 23.8 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:20 7439-92-108/19/21 08:250.20 0.029 1
Zinc 103 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:20 7440-66-608/19/21 08:254.9 0.88 1
REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS
This report shall not be reproduced, except in full,
without the written consent of Pace Analytical Services, LLC.Date: 08/19/2021 04:00 PM











Sample: BPSOU-KAW-3 Lab ID: 10574177006 Collected: 08/10/21 12:40 Received: 08/12/21 08:50 Matrix: Solid
Results reported on a "dry weight" basis and are adjusted for percent moisture, sample size and any dilutions.
Parameters Results Units DF Prepared Analyzed CAS No. QualMDLPQL
Analytical Method: EPA 7471B  Preparation Method: EPA 7471B
Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
7471B Mercury
Mercury 0.016J mg/kg 08/18/21 15:55 7439-97-608/16/21 13:440.020 0.0086 1
Analytical Method: ASTM D2974
Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
Dry Weight / %M by ASTM D2974
Percent Moisture 10.9 % 08/17/21 10:41 N20.10 0.10 1
REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS
This report shall not be reproduced, except in full,
without the written consent of Pace Analytical Services, LLC.Date: 08/19/2021 04:00 PM











Sample: BPSOU-KAW-4 Lab ID: 10574177007 Collected: 08/10/21 12:45 Received: 08/12/21 08:50 Matrix: Solid
Results reported on a "wet-weight" basis
Parameters Results Units DF Prepared Analyzed CAS No. QualMDLPQL
Analytical Method: EPA 6020A  Preparation Method: EPA 3050B
Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
6020A MET ICPMS
Arsenic 31.0 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:31 7440-38-208/19/21 08:250.45 0.099 1
Cadmium 0.77 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:31 7440-43-908/19/21 08:250.073 0.029 1
Copper 77.9 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:31 7440-50-808/19/21 08:250.91 0.22 1
Lead 26.6 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:31 7439-92-108/19/21 08:250.18 0.027 1
Zinc 129 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:31 7440-66-608/19/21 08:254.5 0.82 1
REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS
This report shall not be reproduced, except in full,
without the written consent of Pace Analytical Services, LLC.Date: 08/19/2021 04:00 PM











Sample: BPSOU-KAW-4 Lab ID: 10574177008 Collected: 08/10/21 12:45 Received: 08/12/21 08:50 Matrix: Solid
Results reported on a "dry weight" basis and are adjusted for percent moisture, sample size and any dilutions.
Parameters Results Units DF Prepared Analyzed CAS No. QualMDLPQL
Analytical Method: EPA 7471B  Preparation Method: EPA 7471B
Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
7471B Mercury
Mercury 0.027 mg/kg 08/18/21 16:00 7439-97-608/16/21 13:440.019 0.0082 1
Analytical Method: ASTM D2974
Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
Dry Weight / %M by ASTM D2974
Percent Moisture 9.4 % 08/17/21 10:41 N20.10 0.10 1
REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS
This report shall not be reproduced, except in full,
without the written consent of Pace Analytical Services, LLC.Date: 08/19/2021 04:00 PM











Sample: BPSOU-KAW-5 Lab ID: 10574177009 Collected: 08/10/21 12:50 Received: 08/12/21 08:50 Matrix: Solid
Results reported on a "wet-weight" basis
Parameters Results Units DF Prepared Analyzed CAS No. QualMDLPQL
Analytical Method: EPA 6020A  Preparation Method: EPA 3050B
Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
6020A MET ICPMS
Arsenic 33.9 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:34 7440-38-208/19/21 08:250.47 0.10 1
Cadmium 0.90 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:34 7440-43-908/19/21 08:250.075 0.030 1
Copper 78.2 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:34 7440-50-808/19/21 08:250.94 0.23 1
Lead 26.9 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:34 7439-92-108/19/21 08:250.19 0.028 1
Zinc 127 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:34 7440-66-608/19/21 08:254.7 0.85 1
REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS
This report shall not be reproduced, except in full,
without the written consent of Pace Analytical Services, LLC.Date: 08/19/2021 04:00 PM











Sample: BPSOU-KAW-5 Lab ID: 10574177010 Collected: 08/10/21 12:50 Received: 08/12/21 08:50 Matrix: Solid
Results reported on a "dry weight" basis and are adjusted for percent moisture, sample size and any dilutions.
Parameters Results Units DF Prepared Analyzed CAS No. QualMDLPQL
Analytical Method: EPA 7471B  Preparation Method: EPA 7471B
Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
7471B Mercury
Mercury 0.026 mg/kg 08/18/21 16:02 7439-97-608/16/21 13:440.022 0.0097 1
Analytical Method: ASTM D2974
Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
Dry Weight / %M by ASTM D2974
Percent Moisture 13.3 % 08/17/21 10:41 N20.10 0.10 1
REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS
This report shall not be reproduced, except in full,
without the written consent of Pace Analytical Services, LLC.Date: 08/19/2021 04:00 PM











Sample: BPSOU-KAW-6 Lab ID: 10574177011 Collected: 08/10/21 12:55 Received: 08/12/21 08:50 Matrix: Solid
Results reported on a "wet-weight" basis
Parameters Results Units DF Prepared Analyzed CAS No. QualMDLPQL
Analytical Method: EPA 6020A  Preparation Method: EPA 3050B
Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
6020A MET ICPMS
Arsenic 43.4 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:37 7440-38-208/19/21 08:250.47 0.10 1
Cadmium 1.0 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:37 7440-43-908/19/21 08:250.075 0.030 1
Copper 99.3 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:37 7440-50-808/19/21 08:250.94 0.23 1
Lead 36.1 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:37 7439-92-108/19/21 08:250.19 0.028 1
Zinc 143 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:37 7440-66-608/19/21 08:254.7 0.85 1
REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS
This report shall not be reproduced, except in full,
without the written consent of Pace Analytical Services, LLC.Date: 08/19/2021 04:00 PM











Sample: BPSOU-KAW-6 Lab ID: 10574177012 Collected: 08/10/21 12:55 Received: 08/12/21 08:50 Matrix: Solid
Results reported on a "dry weight" basis and are adjusted for percent moisture, sample size and any dilutions.
Parameters Results Units DF Prepared Analyzed CAS No. QualMDLPQL
Analytical Method: EPA 7471B  Preparation Method: EPA 7471B
Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
7471B Mercury
Mercury 0.027 mg/kg 08/18/21 16:03 7439-97-608/16/21 13:440.020 0.0088 1
Analytical Method: ASTM D2974
Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
Dry Weight / %M by ASTM D2974
Percent Moisture 7.2 % 08/17/21 10:42 N20.10 0.10 1
REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS
This report shall not be reproduced, except in full,
without the written consent of Pace Analytical Services, LLC.Date: 08/19/2021 04:00 PM











Sample: BPSOU-KAW-7 Lab ID: 10574177013 Collected: 08/10/21 13:00 Received: 08/12/21 08:50 Matrix: Solid
Results reported on a "wet-weight" basis
Parameters Results Units DF Prepared Analyzed CAS No. QualMDLPQL
Analytical Method: EPA 6020A  Preparation Method: EPA 3050B
Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
6020A MET ICPMS
Arsenic 36.6 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:41 7440-38-208/19/21 08:250.47 0.10 1
Cadmium 0.91 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:41 7440-43-908/19/21 08:250.075 0.030 1
Copper 85.7 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:41 7440-50-808/19/21 08:250.94 0.23 1
Lead 28.8 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:41 7439-92-108/19/21 08:250.19 0.028 1
Zinc 133 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:41 7440-66-608/19/21 08:254.7 0.85 1
REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS
This report shall not be reproduced, except in full,
without the written consent of Pace Analytical Services, LLC.Date: 08/19/2021 04:00 PM











Sample: BPSOU-KAW-7 Lab ID: 10574177014 Collected: 08/10/21 13:00 Received: 08/12/21 08:50 Matrix: Solid
Results reported on a "dry weight" basis and are adjusted for percent moisture, sample size and any dilutions.
Parameters Results Units DF Prepared Analyzed CAS No. QualMDLPQL
Analytical Method: EPA 7471B  Preparation Method: EPA 7471B
Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
7471B Mercury
Mercury 0.032 mg/kg 08/18/21 16:05 7439-97-608/16/21 13:440.018 0.0079 1
Analytical Method: ASTM D2974
Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
Dry Weight / %M by ASTM D2974
Percent Moisture 8.4 % 08/17/21 10:42 N20.10 0.10 1
REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS
This report shall not be reproduced, except in full,
without the written consent of Pace Analytical Services, LLC.Date: 08/19/2021 04:00 PM











Sample: BPSOU-KAW-8 Lab ID: 10574177015 Collected: 08/10/21 13:05 Received: 08/12/21 08:50 Matrix: Solid
Results reported on a "wet-weight" basis
Parameters Results Units DF Prepared Analyzed CAS No. QualMDLPQL
Analytical Method: EPA 6020A  Preparation Method: EPA 3050B
Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
6020A MET ICPMS
Arsenic 37.8 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:44 7440-38-208/19/21 08:250.50 0.11 1
Cadmium 0.86 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:44 7440-43-908/19/21 08:250.080 0.031 1
Copper 82.9 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:44 7440-50-808/19/21 08:251.0 0.24 1
Lead 27.5 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:44 7439-92-108/19/21 08:250.20 0.029 1
Zinc 131 mg/kg 08/19/21 12:44 7440-66-608/19/21 08:255.0 0.90 1
REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS
This report shall not be reproduced, except in full,
without the written consent of Pace Analytical Services, LLC.Date: 08/19/2021 04:00 PM











Sample: BPSOU-KAW-8 Lab ID: 10574177016 Collected: 08/10/21 13:05 Received: 08/12/21 08:50 Matrix: Solid
Results reported on a "dry weight" basis and are adjusted for percent moisture, sample size and any dilutions.
Parameters Results Units DF Prepared Analyzed CAS No. QualMDLPQL
Analytical Method: EPA 7471B  Preparation Method: EPA 7471B
Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
7471B Mercury
Mercury 0.028 mg/kg 08/18/21 16:06 7439-97-608/16/21 13:440.020 0.0086 1
Analytical Method: ASTM D2974
Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis
Dry Weight / %M by ASTM D2974
Percent Moisture 8.6 % 08/17/21 10:42 N20.10 0.10 1
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Laboratory: Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis















































Mercury mg/kg 0.028 8 200.026
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Laboratory: Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis












Arsenic mg/kg <0.11 0.50 08/19/21 11:500.11
Cadmium mg/kg <0.031 0.079 08/19/21 11:500.031
Copper mg/kg <0.24 0.99 08/19/21 11:500.24
Lead mg/kg <0.029 0.20 08/19/21 11:500.029








Arsenic mg/kg 54.548.1 113 80-120
Cadmium mg/kg 56.548.1 118 80-120
Copper mg/kg 57.148.1 119 80-120
Lead mg/kg 56.348.1 117 80-120



















Arsenic mg/kg 48.1 116 75-125117 0 2047.626.9 82.6 82.6
Cadmium mg/kg 48.1 119 75-125119 1 2047.60.90 58.1 57.4
Copper mg/kg 48.1 125 75-125119 3 2047.666.9 127 124
Lead mg/kg 48.1 117 75-125118 0 2047.629.4 85.6 85.6








Arsenic mg/kg 27.3 2 2026.9
Cadmium mg/kg 0.94 5 200.90
Copper mg/kg 68.1 2 2066.9
Lead mg/kg 30.0 2 2029.4
Zinc mg/kg 133 1 20132
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Dry Weight / %M by ASTM D2974
Laboratory: Pace Analytical Services - Minneapolis

















Percent Moisture % 7.9 N26 308.4
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DF - Dilution Factor, if reported, represents the factor applied to the reported data due to dilution of the sample aliquot.
ND - Not Detected at or above adjusted reporting limit.
TNTC - Too Numerous To Count
J - Estimated concentration above the adjusted method detection limit and below the adjusted reporting limit.
MDL - Adjusted Method Detection Limit.
PQL - Practical Quantitation Limit.
RL - Reporting Limit - The lowest concentration value that meets project requirements for quantitative data with known precision and
bias for a specific analyte in a specific matrix.
S - Surrogate
1,2-Diphenylhydrazine decomposes to and cannot be separated from Azobenzene using Method 8270. The result for each analyte is
a combined concentration.
Consistent with EPA guidelines, unrounded data are displayed and have been used to calculate % recovery and RPD values.
LCS(D) - Laboratory Control Sample (Duplicate)
MS(D) - Matrix Spike (Duplicate)
DUP - Sample Duplicate
RPD - Relative Percent Difference
NC - Not Calculable.
SG - Silica Gel - Clean-Up
U - Indicates the compound was analyzed for, but not detected.
N-Nitrosodiphenylamine decomposes and cannot be separated from Diphenylamine using Method 8270.  The result reported for
each analyte is a combined concentration.
Pace Analytical is TNI accredited. Contact your Pace PM for the current list of accredited analytes.
TNI - The NELAC Institute.
ANALYTE QUALIFIERS
Matrix spike recovery exceeded QC limits.  Batch accepted based on laboratory control sample (LCS) recovery.M1
The lab does not hold NELAC/TNI accreditation for this parameter but other accreditations/certifications may apply. A
complete list of accreditations/certifications is available upon request.
N2
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Lab ID Sample ID QC Batch Method QC Batch Analytical Method
Analytical
Batch
10574177001 764488 764645BPSOU-KAW-1 EPA 3050B EPA 6020A
10574177003 764488 764645BPSOU-KAW-2 EPA 3050B EPA 6020A
10574177005 764488 764645BPSOU-KAW-3 EPA 3050B EPA 6020A
10574177007 764488 764645BPSOU-KAW-4 EPA 3050B EPA 6020A
10574177009 764488 764645BPSOU-KAW-5 EPA 3050B EPA 6020A
10574177011 764488 764645BPSOU-KAW-6 EPA 3050B EPA 6020A
10574177013 764488 764645BPSOU-KAW-7 EPA 3050B EPA 6020A
10574177015 764488 764645BPSOU-KAW-8 EPA 3050B EPA 6020A
10574177002 763252 764049BPSOU-KAW-1 EPA 7471B EPA 7471B
10574177004 763252 764049BPSOU-KAW-2 EPA 7471B EPA 7471B
10574177006 763252 764049BPSOU-KAW-3 EPA 7471B EPA 7471B
10574177008 763252 764049BPSOU-KAW-4 EPA 7471B EPA 7471B
10574177010 763252 764049BPSOU-KAW-5 EPA 7471B EPA 7471B
10574177012 763252 764049BPSOU-KAW-6 EPA 7471B EPA 7471B
10574177014 763252 764049BPSOU-KAW-7 EPA 7471B EPA 7471B
10574177016 763252 764049BPSOU-KAW-8 EPA 7471B EPA 7471B
10574177002 763834BPSOU-KAW-1 ASTM D2974
10574177004 763834BPSOU-KAW-2 ASTM D2974
10574177006 763834BPSOU-KAW-3 ASTM D2974
10574177008 763834BPSOU-KAW-4 ASTM D2974
10574177010 763834BPSOU-KAW-5 ASTM D2974
10574177012 763834BPSOU-KAW-6 ASTM D2974
10574177014 763834BPSOU-KAW-7 ASTM D2974
10574177016 763834BPSOU-KAW-8 ASTM D2974
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ATTACHMENT E 
PAL 2020 SEED MIX
Common Name Species % mix Desired Seeds/SF Seeds/lb. lbs PLS/acre
Bluebunch wheatgrass Pseudoroegneria spicata 30% 30 117,500 11.12
Idaho fescue Festuca idahoensis 37% 37 450,000 3.58
Western wheatgrass Pascopyrum smithii 9% 9 110,000 3.56
Prairie junegrass Koeleria macrantha 9% 9 2,300,000 0.17
Sandberg bluegrass Poa sandbergii 10% 10 925,000 0.47
Quick guard (sterile triticale) Triticale 3% 3 22,700 5.76
Blue flax Linum lewisii 1% 1 233,750 0.19
Rubber rabbitbrush Ericameria nauseosa 1% 1 693,000 0.06
Grand Totals 100.0% 100 24.9
Notes
2 ‐ Seed mix provided by Butte Silver Bow RMAP team.
PAL 2020 SEED MIX
1 ‐ Quick guard is an excellent cover crop that will give  a quick green up and cover but will not reproduce and will fall out of the mix 
within a year or so.
2021 BPSOU RMAP
West Elementary School Soil RAWP
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